
What happens when a policeman with a love for the outdoors gets a distress call from a hiker who has lost her
way? If you’re Mount Vernon, Washington, officer Tom Wenzl, you activate your cellphone’s “geocaching”
application and hit the trail. Hiker Brenda Johnston had called 911 after becoming disoriented in the early
December  evening  darkness.  In  so  doing,  she  had  helpfully  provided  her  precise  coordinates  to  police
dispatchers—not that she had any idea of her longitude and latitude, but her phone did, thanks to the Global
Positioning System (GPS).

From Isaac Newton to Albert Einstein, physicists have dreamed of a day when they could pinpoint where an
object is and when. GPS has turned that dream into a reality. Collect a sequence of such coordinates, and you
can calculate an object’s position, velocity, and acceleration at any moment. Going further, you can deduce
the forces at work on that object.

How does  GPS work?  At  its  heart  lies  a  fleet  of  31
satellites  orbiting  20,000  km  above  ground—around
four times as far from the center of the Earth as you are.
When  at  least  four  of  these  satellites  are  above  the
horizon, a commercial GPS receiver can pinpoint your
location  on  Earth  with  an  accuracy  of  a  few meters.
Each GPS satellite constantly transmits its location and
tags that  information with a precise time. When your
GPS unit receives that signal, it instantly “knows” how
long  the  signal  took  to  reach  you.  Divide  that  time
interval  by  the  speed  of  light,  and  you  know  the
satellite’s  distance.  Repeat  the procedure with several

other satellites, and your GPS-enabled device calculates your latitude, longitude, and elevation.

GPS  receivers  once  were  the  sole  province  of  secretive  military  personnel.  Initially  built  by  the  U.S.
Department of Defense, the system was invented to track and guide nuclear submarines and intercontinental
ballistic missiles. Now GPS sensors are standard equipment in many cellphones. You can buy a satellite-
navigation system for your car for the price of a small television.
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Where are you? Where are you going? How fast? These are questions that
are addressed quantitatively in physics using position, coordinates,
displacement, speed, and velocity. An important distinction among some
of these quantities is that some are scalars and some are vectors. In this
chapter you will learn the equations of motion for displacement and
velocity and use these to solve increasingly difficult problems—and how
to tell from a graph whether an object is moving quickly or slowly.

By the end of this chapter you should be able to
distinguish between position and displacement and between speed and
velocity;
solve multiple displacement problems in one and two dimensions;

write down the equations of motion for constant velocity;

solve one- and two-step problems using those equations;

draw, analyze, and interpret position–time and velocity–time graphs;
and
describe motion in different frames of reference.
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3.1 - Position and displacement

This section looks at how physics describes and quantifies object locations. By the end of this section you
should be able to apply the concepts of position, coordinates, vectors, and displacements to scenarios involving
motion.
Distance and position

Are distance
and position
the same?

Space has dimensions of length, and distance is the separation between any two points in
space. Saying an object is 3 m away does not tell you where the object is located, however,
because distance does not include any information about the starting position or the direction
of the motion.

What is the
meaning of
position?

Position  in  physics  means a  unique location in space with reference to an origin  and a
coordinate system. Position has units of length but may be positive or negative depending on
direction. For example, a meter stick defines a one-dimensional straight line with the origin
at the zero mark. In this example positive positions are to the right of the origin and negative
positions are to the left. A position of !0.50 m is a half meter to the left of the start of the
meter  stick.  The position  of  !0.5  meters  is  different  from a  distance  of  0.5  m because
position implies an origin.

What is the
origin?

The  origin  is  a  fixed  reference  point  that  you  choose.  In
laboratory experiments you might choose the origin to be a
particular point on the table or the top of a ramp. The key idea
is that all position measurements are given relative to the same
origin point; otherwise you would not know how to interpret
them  correctly.  GPS  devices  use  latitude  and  longitude  to
specify position on Earth’s surface relative to zero longitude at
the prime meridian in Greenwich, England.

How do we
describe
changes in
position?

A displacement  is  a  change  in  position.  Displacement  can
have  positive  and  negative  values,  as  can  position.  When
negative  is  defined  to  be  left  of  the  origin,  a  negative
displacement is to the left. A positive displacement is to the
right. The position of an object is equal to its starting position
plus any displacement.

Talking about
displacement

Describe an action that will take you from your seat to the classroom door without using the
word “displacement.” What other words or phrases mean the same thing? For example, you
might  say,  “I  should  _________ about  three  meters  to  my left  and  two meters  straight
ahead.” You don’t need exact distances, just an estimate.
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Vectors and scalars

What is a
vector?

A vector  is a type of variable that includes information about direction as well as size.
Unlike  words  such  as  “right”  and  “left,”  a  vector  includes  direction  information  in  a
mathematical way so that vectors in different directions can be added and subtracted.

What is a
scalar?

A  scalar  does  not  depend  on
direction  and  can  be  completely
specified  with  a  single  value.
Distance,  mass,  and  temperature
are all  scalar variables. Each can
be  completely  described  by  a
single value that does not include
directional  information.  A
distance can be zero but cannot be
negative!  The  same  is  true  of
mass.

Displacement
is a vector

Displacement is a vector even though distance is not. A displacement of 10 m tells you to
move 10 m to the right in the coordinate system of the diagram below. A displacement of
!10 m is a movement of 10 m to the left. With a vector, the positive and negative signs
carry direction information.

The
magnitude of
a vector

The magnitude of a vector is its “length” and is independent of its direction. For example,
the displacements of +10 m and !10 m both have a magnitude of 10 m. Distance is the
magnitude of both the position and displacement vectors. Other vectors such as force have
magnitudes expressed in other units (such as newtons). The magnitude of any vector can be
zero or positive but cannot be negative.

What does
two
dimensional
mean?

Position and displacement may be
used when mapping landmarks or
plotting a course. A map is a two-
dimensional  surface  that  has
length and width. The north–south
axis  provides  one  perpendicular
reference  line,  usually  aligned
with  the  y-axis.  The  east–west
axis  provides  the  second
perpendicular  reference  line,
usually  aligned  with  the  x-axis.
Where  the  two  axes  meet  is
usually  the  origin  or  fixed
reference  point,  such  as  zero
degrees latitude and longitude on a map of the world. Using these two axes, every point on
the  surface  can  be  uniquely  identified  with  two  numbers,  x  and  y.  A  map  is  two
dimensional because it takes two numbers to uniquely specify any point.
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Adding and subtracting displacements

Relating
position and
displacement

How the final position x   depends on the initial position x  and the displacement d can be
described by equation (3.1). This equation is a mathematical statement saying “where you
end up is  where you start  plus  how much you move.”  The distance  you  move  is  the
absolute value of that displacement. If you changed position from +30 m (initial) to !30 m
(final), then the distance you traveled is 60 m but your displacement is !60 m.

(3.1)
x  = final position (m)
x  = initial position (m)
d  = displacement (m)

Position

How are
displacements
added?

In one dimension, displacements add just like positive and negative numbers. The final
position is equal to the initial position plus all the successive displacements. For example,
suppose an ant starts at 2 m, then moves a displacement of +7.1 m followed by another
displacement of !5.5 m. What is its final position? The problem can be solved two ways:
graphically and numerically.

To solve numerically, you add the displacements to the initial position, being careful
to account for signs. For this example, the final position is

2 + 7.1 ! 5.5 = 3.6 m

1. 

To solve graphically, you draw the first displacement to scale starting from the initial
position. Each successive displacement is drawn from the end of the previous
displacement. The final position is at the end of the last displacement vector.

2. 

Which
direction is
positive and
which is
negative?

In  many  problems  either  the  north–south  or  the  east–west  axes  are  used  to  define
directions. It is common to assign positive values to displacements to the east or north and
negative values to displacements to the west or south. This is completely arbitrary! You
can choose to define any direction as positive, making the opposite direction negative.

Example
problem

An aircraft takes off from Dallas, flies 400 km north, lands, and
then takes off again and flies 130 km south. What is the plane’s
final position relative to Dallas?

Asked: final position x
Given: x  = Dallas, d  = +400 km, d  = !130 km

Relationships: x  = x  + d
Solution: x  = x  + d

" x  = 0 + 400 km ! 130 km = 270 km
Answer: The plane is 270 km north of Dallas.
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!

EssentialEssential
questionsquestions

How do we quantitatively describe movements in space?

Within the next decade self-driving cars could make the leap from science fiction to dealer showrooms to
people’s driveways. How does a self-driving vehicle represent movements? In this investigation we look at
one- and two-dimensional displacement vectors and how they are added to create motion paths.

Part 1: Displacements in one dimension

The interactive simulation allows you to add multiple displacements in
one dimension. You may also shift the origin. Use the simulation to solve
the following problems.

A man moves 6 m east, stops, turns around, and moves 2 m west.
What is his final position? How far did he travel?

a. 

A woman starts at position !10 m and has three successive
displacements of !5 m each. What is her final position?

b. 

What displacement moves an object from an initial position of +25 m
to a final position of !10 m?

c. 

A robot starts at the origin. Use three different displacements to move the robot to a final position of
+8 m, where the second displacement must be negative.

d. 

Part 2: Displacements in two dimensions

The interactive simulation allows you to add multiple displacements in
two dimensions. You may also reset the origin of the display. Use the
simulation to solve the following problems.

What two perpendicular displacements will move an object from the
origin to a position of (4,"3) m?

a. 

What is the final position of a robot that starts from (0,"0) m and
makes displacements of (4,"4) m, (3,"3) m, and (!4,"!2) m?

b. 

Create a path of four displacements of equal distance that move from
a position of (1,"1) m to a position of (2,"2) m. Note that there are
many possible solutions.

c. 

A student starts at the origin and ends up at a position 500 m north
of the origin. She knows she walked 250 m straight west, but then she was blindfolded and led to the final
position. Assume she walked a straight path for the hidden leg of the trip. What is the displacement
vector of her movement?

d. 

What sequence of two displacements moves an object from (5,"5) m to (!5,"!5) m while traveling a
distance of exactly 20 m? How does this distance compare to the single displacement that connects the
same starting and ending point?

e. 

Create a series of eight successive displacements that would program a robot to move in an octagonal
path that is as close as you can get to approximating a circle. The robot should return to its starting point
after the eighth displacement. What total distance does the robot move? Calculate the radius of the circle
that has this distance as its circumference.

f. 

Investigation 3A Displacement
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Two-dimensional coordinates

Two-
dimensional
coordinates

The  same  concepts  of  displacement,  distance,  and  position  apply  in  two-  and  three-
dimensional space. In two dimensions each position requires two values, which we call the
x- and y-coordinates. Coordinates are values that specify position relative to an origin. For
example, the coordinates (x,#y) = (3,#1) m identify a point 3 m to the right and 1 m above
the origin. Coordinates in physics have units of length, such as meters. When written as
(3,#1) m, the first value is the x-coordinate and the second is the y-coordinate.

What are
displacements
in two
dimensions?

Displacements  in  two  dimensions  are  written  in  the  same
format  as  position  coordinates,  but  they  are  interpreted  as
movements.  For  example,  the  displacement  d  =  (3,#1)  m
describes movement along a straight line that takes you 3 m
to the right and 1 m up from your starting position.

Equation (3.1) applies to two and three dimensional problems when using variables that
are two- or three-dimensional vectors. For example, in two dimensions, equation (3.1) is
actually two separate equations,  one for the x-coordinates and an identical  one for the
y-coordinates.

How are 2-D
displacements
added?

Two-dimensional (2-D) displacements can be added both graphically and numerically. In
the graphical method, each successive displacement is drawn from the current position to
the new position. This is called the “head-to-tail method,” because the “tail” of each vector
is drawn starting from the “head” of the previous vector. In the numerical method, x- and
y-coordinates are added separately.

The final x position equals the initial x position plus x values of each displacement.1. 
The final y position equals the initial y position plus y values of each displacement.2. 

1
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Position  describes  a  location  in  space  relative  to  an  origin.  Coordinates  describe  a  position  in  three
dimensions, using a set of three numbers (such as x, y, and z) and a set of distance units (such as meters). An
object’s position is a vector: a quantity with both a value (magnitude) and direction. Displacement is also a
vector: It describes a change in position. Vectors can be added graphically (with the “head-to-tail” rule) or
numerically—by separately adding their x-, y-, and z-components.

Vocabulary
words

position, origin, displacement, vector, magnitude, scalar, coordinates

Review problems and questions

Classify each of the following as a distance or a displacement:
Jodie sat 20 ft from the teacher’s desk.a. 
Maurice drove his car a quarter-mile north of the train station.b. 
Yasmin hiked 6 km through the San Gabriel Wilderness.c. 
Ali kicked the ball 40 yards away.d. 

1. 

In one dimension, positions and displacements can be positive, negative, or zero.
What is the difference between a negative position and a negative displacement?a. 
Is it possible to undergo a negative displacement and end up at a positive position?b. 

2. 

A dog initially located at position (3,#3) m in the x–y plane undergoes the following displacements:
d  = (2,#1) m, d  = (!4,#!2) m, and d  = (3,#!2) m.

What is the total displacement of the dog?a. 
What is the final position of the dog with respect to the origin?b. 

3. 

A plane starts at airport A and undergoes the following displacements before landing at airport B:
d  = (+14 km,#+32 km) and d  = (+18 km,#!11 km). Next, the plane returns directly to airport A.

What displacement does the plane undergo during the return trip?a. 
What is the total displacement of the plane during the entire round trip?b. 

4. 

Step i: A ball rolls from the origin on a one-dimensional coordinate
axis and stops at (x = 30 m).
Step ii: It next rolls from (x = 30 m) to (x = !30 m).
Step iii: Finally, it rolls from (x = !30 m) to (x = 0 m).

What is the ball’s displacement during Step i?a. 
What is the ball’s displacement during Step ii?b. 
What is the ball’s displacement during Step iii?c. 
What is the total of the three displacements?d. 
Generalize about the displacement of any round trip (one that
begins and ends at the same position).

e. 

5. 

Section 1 review
Chapter
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3.2 - Speed and velocity

Next time you are in a car, watch the speedometer and think about what it tells you. Is the reading on the
speedometer different if you turn around and drive in the opposite direction at the same speed? What does the
speedometer read when the car is  backing up? A speedometer reads a scalar value—a speed. To describe
forward and backward motion we need a vector—the velocity vector.
Speed and velocity

3-D and 1-D
motion

A complete three-dimensional (3-D) description of a car trip requires three coordinates: x, y,
and z. The car’s position along a road, however, can be described more simply by using a
single value—such as mile post 167. When position can be described by a single value we
say the description is one dimensional.

What is
speed?

A one-dimensional (1-D) definition of speed is the ratio of distance traveled to time taken. If
you  go  120  miles  in  2  hours  your  speed  is  the  distance  divided  by  the  time,  or
120 ÷ 2 = 60 miles per hour. In physics, we will typically use meters and seconds instead of
miles and hours. Since 60 miles is 96,558 meters, and 1 hour = 3,600 seconds, 60 mph is the
same speed as 26.8 meters per second (m/s).

(3.2)
v  = speed (m/s)
d  = distance traveled (m)
t  = time taken (s)

Speed

What is
velocity?

Equation (3.2) is limited because a distance can be zero or positive but not negative,  and
therefore  speeds  are  always  positive.  To  account  for  moving  backward  we  extend  the
concept of speed to include velocity v. Velocity is defined by equation (3.3):

(3.3)

 = velocity (m/s)
$x  = displacement (m)

 = displacement (m)
$t  = change in time (s)

Velocity

How are
speed and
velocity
different?

The symbol “$” translates to “the change in” and is pronounced “delta.” Since x is position,
$x means “the change in position,” which is identical to the displacement d. Equation (3.3)
is a better definition because velocity is the change in position divided by the change in time.
Because positions can be in front or behind, velocity can be positive or negative depending
on direction. In short, velocity is a vector with both direction and magnitude—which can
take on negative values—whereas speed is a scalar that represents only the magnitude of the
velocity vector.

𝑣 =
𝑑
𝑡

𝑣→ =
!𝑥
!𝑡

!or!𝑣→ =
𝑑
→

!𝑡

𝑣⇀

𝑑⇀
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Setting up velocity, time, and position problems

What does
the sign of
velocity
mean?

Velocity can be positive or negative depending on how you define direction. If moving to
the right  is  defined to be positive,  then a  negative  velocity,  such as  !2 m/s,  describes
moving to the left. You should realize that this is a choice and not a rule of physics. You
can choose any  direction to be positive,  including to the left  instead of right,  or down
instead of up. You must be consistent with your choice, however, and not change it in the
middle of solving a problem!

When do I
use velocity
instead of
speed?

Mathematically,  speed is  the absolute value of velocity.  Velocity has the same units  as
speed and has the same meaning in terms of describing how fast  an object  is  moving.
Velocity  has  the  additional  capability  of  indicating  the  direction.  For  one-dimensional
motion, the direction of motion is described as positive or negative.

What does
“constant
speed”
mean?

Many problems include the term constant speed or constant velocity. This means the value
of the velocity v does not change over time. For example, if a problem gives a “constant
speed of 10 m/s,” then the speed stays 10 m/s for all times of interest in the problem. Of
course, no real speed stays constant for very long; in many circumstances, however, it is a
good approximation.

Initial time In many physics problems, it is convenient to set the initial time t  to zero. In such cases,
the time interval becomes $t = t. The initial position (at time zero) may be written as x = x
or, alternatively, as x .

Example with
positive and
negative
velocities

A  cart  travels  to  the  right  at  a  speed  of
0.5 m/s for 15 s, then travels to the left at a
speed of 0.3 m/s for 18 s. What is the final
position of the cart if it started at x = 0?

Asked: change in position $x (or final position since x  = 0)
Given: v = 0.5 m/s for 15 s, then v = !0.3 m/s for 18 s. The second speed is

expressed as a negative velocity because it is in the opposite direction.
Relationships: $x = v $t

Solution: This problem is solved by calculating two displacements and then adding
them.

$x  = v $t  = (0.5 m/s)(15 s) = 7.5 m
$x  = v $t  = (!0.3 m/s)(18 s) = !5.4 m
$x = $x  + $x  = 7.5 m ! 5.4 m = 2.1 m

Since the cart started at position x  = 0, its final position is:
x = 0 + $x = 2.1 m

Answer: The final position of the cart is +2.1 m.

i
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The language of physics: motion

Everyday
terms

Physics uses specific meanings for words that may be used differently in conversation. You
may be familiar with the following physics terms through things you learned before or
from your own, everyday experiences. Below are different ways of describing each term in
everyday usage.

speed How fast or slow, what the speedometer in your car reads, distance divided
by time, miles per hour, kilometers per hour

distance The space between two points; how far away something is; a measurement of
length, height, meters, centimeters, feet, or inches

position Where you are, the place occupied by a piece on a game board, a location on
a map

origin The place you start, the beginning, the reference point, (0,#0)

Physics-
specific
terms

Some physics terms are related to words used in conversation, but have deeper and more
defined  meanings  in  physics.  These  terms  make  talking  about  physics  more  accurate
because the terms have very specific meanings. Below are ways of describing these terms
along with examples for each.

velocity Speed with direction, 4 m/s east, 55 mph north, positive and negative
speed

displacement A movement between two points, a change in position that can be
positive or negative, 30 m south

coordinates The numbers that identify a specific place, (x,#y) or (x,#y,#z), 30 km
north and 8 km east, (8,#30) km

vector A quantity that includes information about direction, 100 km north

Graphs are
stories

Graphs tell stories of how things change over time.
Here  is  an  example  that  might  have produced the
graph on the right.

Carmina drove through traffic for half an hour. Then
traffic cleared and she drove at 60 km/hr for 30 min
to  reach  a  park  in  time  to  meet  a  friend.  After
staying  for  half  an  hour,  Carmina  drove  home  at
40 km/hr since traffic was light and she was in no
hurry.

Can you identify five ways in which the story matches the graph?
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Calculating displacement, velocity, or time

What do I do
with the
velocity
equation?

The velocity equation appears in many physics problems in different ways. For example,
you may be asked to

calculate a velocity given displacement or initial and final positions;1. 
calculate a time given velocity and position or displacement; or2. 
calculate initial position, final position, or displacement.3. 

How do I
use the
equation?

Consider an object that moves with constant velocity v  over a time interval $t,  during
which the object changes its position by $x. The equation for velocity can be rearranged
three ways. Each is useful for solving a different variation of problems involving velocity,
displacement, and time. The equations are given two ways, in the notation of $x and $t,
and in the less precise form of d, v,  and t.  In either case,  this is  the same relationship
expressed, or solved, in different ways.

An example
problem

A bicyclist  rides  due  east  for  3  min  and  40  s  at  a
velocity  of  30  km/hr.  How  many  meters  does  the
cyclist travel?

Asked: distance $x in meters
Given: v = 30 km/hr; t = 3 min, 40 s

Relationships: v = $x /$t  "  $x = v$t
Solution: Units must be made consistent.

Convert the velocity to m/s and the time to seconds.

Units Many real-world situations express quantities in different units, such as kilometers per hour
(km/hr)  or  minutes.  Before  applying  any  equation  the  units  must  be  consistent  or  the
numerical  answer  may not  be  what  you expect.  This  problem asks  for  the  distance in
meters. Therefore, it was best to convert all quantities to meters, seconds, or meters per
second.

30#km
hr (1,000#m

km )( 1#hr
3,600#s) = 8.33#m/s

3#min #( 60#s
1#min) = #180#s

180#s + 40#s = 220#s
!𝑥 = 𝑣!𝑡 = (8.33#m/s)(220#s)#=#1,833#m (or about 1,800 m)
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Position versus time graph

A driving trip A graph is a useful way to show motion in which velocity changes over time. Consider a
trip between Houston and College Station, Texas, which are about 160 km (98 mi) apart.
You drive at 100 km/hr (62 mph) for 1 hr, take a 24 min rest, then drive for another 36 min
at the same speed. You travel 160 km over the course of 2 hr, so your average speed is
160 km ÷ 2 hr = 80 km/hr. Your car’s speedometer, however, showed that you were driving
at 100 km/hr. Did you drive at a speed of 100 km/hr or 80 km/hr?

What does
the position
vs. time
graph show?

The position versus time (or x vs. t) graph is a
graphical  model  to  represent  motion.  This
model’s graph shows position x on the vertical
axis  and  time  t  on  the  horizontal  axis.  The
origin  is  Houston  and  in  the  first  hour  your
position changed from zero to 100 km. For the
next  24  min  the  graph  is  flat—you  were
stopped. The final 36 min shows the last 60 km
of movement.

How is
velocity
related to
slope?

The slope of a line is the ratio of rise over run, or change along the vertical axis divided by
change along the horizontal axis. The velocity is the slope of the line on a position versus
time graph. On the x versus t graph, staying at rest creates a flat line with a slope of zero. In
the example, over the first hour the change in position is 100 km and the change in time is
1 hr, giving a velocity (slope) of 100 km/hr.

How does
the graph
show moving
backward?

Suppose you turn around in College Station and head right back. The position versus time
graph (below) shows the return trip as the downward sloping line starting at t = 120 min.
The  negative  slope  here  shows  travel  in  the  negative  direction,  toward  the  origin.  A
positive slope for the first part of the trip meant travel in the positive direction, away from
the origin. In both cases the velocity is the slope of the position versus time graph—but
during the return trip the velocity is negative.
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Velocity versus time graph

Velocity vs.
time graph
for the car
trip

The  velocity  versus  time  (or  v  vs.  t)  graph
shows velocity on the vertical axis and time on
the  horizontal  axis.  This  graphical  model
provides  a  quick  visual  history  of  how  the
velocity  changes.  The  v  vs.  t  graph  can  fool
you,  however,  unless  you  remember  that  the
y-axis is velocity,  not position! In particular, a
negative  portion  of  a  v  vs.  t  graph  means
traveling in the backward direction.

Interpreting
the v vs. t
graph

The diagram on the right shows the x vs. t and
v vs. t graphs for a round trip between Houston
to College Station. The motion is the same in
both  the  graphs,  but  the  way  the  motion
appears on the two graphs is quite different:

Constant speed is a sloped line on the x vs. t graph but a flat line on a v vs. t graph.a. 
The slope of the x vs. t graph is equal to the value of the v vs. t graph at the same time
interval. In this example, during the first hour the slope on the x vs. t graph is
100 km/hr, and this is the value of the v vs. t graph during this hour.

b. 

On v vs. t graphs, zero velocity lies on the x-axis where the y value is 0 km/hr.c. 

Distance
from v vs. t
graphs

To  find  the  distance  traveled  from  a  velocity  versus  time  graph,  we  use  a  graphical
interpretation of the equation d = vt. Consider the orange-shaded rectangle on the v vs. t
graph below. This rectangle fills the area between the line representing velocity and the
x-axis where v = 0. The area of a rectangle is length times height. On the v vs. t  graph,
length is equal to time and height is equal to velocity. Therefore, area on this graph equals
velocity multiplied by time, which is the distance traveled. This is an important result!
Area on a v vs. t graph represents distance.

Connecting
the two
graphs

We have now learned that  there are two important  ways that  position versus time and
velocity versus time graphs are related to each other:

The slope of a position versus time graph is velocity,1. 
The area under a velocity versus time graph is the total distance traveled.2. 
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Average and instantaneous velocity

What is the
velocity for
stop-and-go
driving?

Earlier in this chapter, velocity was defined as the rate of change of position with time,
v = $x/$t. In many simple cases this is expressed as (x  ! x ) divided by (t  ! t ). But what
happens when the velocity changes between the initial and final times, such as repeatedly
speeding up and slowing down? What is the velocity of a car during stop-and-go driving?

Average
velocity

The  answer  involves  the  difference
between  average  and  instantaneous
velocity. The average velocity is the total
displacement  (or  distance)  traveled
divided  by  the  total  time  taken.  In  the
figure shown, the total distance traveled is
55 m.  The total  time taken is  11 s.  The
average  velocity  is  the  ratio  of  the  two:
55 m/11 s = 5.0 m/s. This calculation uses
equation (3.4).

(3.4)

v  = average velocity (m/s)
x  = final position (m)
x  = initial position (m)
t  = final time (s)
t  = initial time (s)

Average velocity

Instantaneous
velocity

Now imagine that the car is being driven
through traffic—speeding up and slowing
down. The position–time graph might be
similar  to  the  figure  on  the  right.  The
instantaneous velocity  is  the  velocity  of
the  car  at  any  particular  moment.  The
instantaneous velocity may be faster than
average  or  slower  than  average.  The
speedometer  on  a  car’s  dashboard  reads
instantaneous speed, not the average speed
over your entire trip.

Instantaneous
velocity from
slope

The instantaneous velocity at any moment is the slope of the position versus time graph at
that moment. In the example, at time t = 4 s the instantaneous velocity is v = 12.5 m/s. At
time  t  =  5  s,  the  graph  shows  that  the  car  slows  down.  At  time  t  =  8  s,  the  car’s
instantaneous velocity is v = 1.4 m/s.

Average vs.
instantaneous
velocity

Most of the equations in this chapter are used in the context of average velocity, because
they  are  evaluated  between  two  positions  at  two  times.  In  a  more  complicated  case,
however, such as the trip from Houston to College Station, the average velocity differed
from the instantaneous velocity because the car traveled, stopped, moved again, and then
turned around. Is there any single correct velocity to describe that motion? The answer
depends  on  the  problem  you  are  asked.  The  average  velocity  was  80  km/hr  on  the
outbound trip  whereas  the  instantaneous  velocity  was  100  km/hr  while  driving  and  0
km/hr while stopped.
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Model for constant-velocity motion

Modeling
motion

If you know an object is moving with constant velocity v, can you predict the position of
the object at any later time t? How? How do the equations we have developed so far lead to
a model of constant-speed motion?

The position
model

The answer is to solve the velocity equation for the displacement $x, then break $x into the
initial position x  and final position x . The result is equation (3.5), which is really just a
restatement of equation (3.3).

(3.5)
x  = position at time t (m)
x  = initial position at time t = 0 (m)
v  = velocity (m/s)
t  = time (s)

Position
constant velocity

The position, time, and velocity in equation (3.5) are instantaneous values. This equation
allows  you  to  calculate  the  instantaneous  position  at  any  time  when  given  the  initial
position and (constant) velocity.

An example
problem

A train leaves a station located 300 km from the start of a track. How far is the train from
the start of the track if it travels for 8 hr at 100 km/hr?

Asked: final position x   of the train
Given: v = 100 km/hr; x  = 300 km; t = 8 hr

Relationships: x  = x  + vt
Solution: The units are km/hr and hours, which are consistent:

x = 300 km + (100 km/hr)(8 hr) = 1,100 km
Answer: 1,100 km

What if the
velocity
changes?

You  might  think  the  limitation  to  constant  velocity
makes  equation  (3.5)  useless  in  the  real  world.
Nonetheless,  complex  motion  can  be  accurately
modeled by breaking up the time into intervals.  The
velocity is  recalculated for  each interval  and is  only
considered  constant  during  that  interval.  The  final
position for one interval becomes the initial  position
for the next interval. Many computer models use this
approach, as do robots and self-navigating vehicles.
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!

EssentialEssential
questionsquestions

How do we predict an object’s position at a later time?

Graphs and equations are valuable methods for describing the motion of an object. Position versus time and
velocity versus time graphs can describe where an object is located, how fast it is going, and which direction
it is headed. In this activity you will adjust the motion of a Smart Cart to match the velocity-time graphs
below.

Part 1: Matching the motion of a Smart Cart

Set up your equipment like the picture.1. 
Open the experiment file 03B_MotionGraphs, and then power-on the Smart Cart and connect it
wirelessly to the software.

2. 

Do the following for each velocity-time graph on pages 1 through 4 of the experiment file.3. 
Sketch a prediction for the corresponding position-time graph. Label the prediction.a. 
Find the page in the experiment file with the corresponding velocity-time match graph. Hide any
data so the position-time graph is blank and only the velocity-time match graph is shown.

b. 

Place the cart on the track and record data as you push, pull, roll, or use your hand to move the cart
so that its velocity-time data matches the velocity-time match graph.

c. 

Sketch the actual position-time graph in the same graph as your prediction.d. 

How does the position graph for a high positive velocity differ from a lower positive velocity?a. 
How does the velocity graph for a high positive velocity differ from a lower positive velocity?b. 
How does the position graph for a negative velocity differ from positive velocity?c. 
How does the velocity graph for a negative velocity differ from a positive velocity?d. 
Describe a situation for which the position versus time graph and the velocity versus time graph are both
flat (zero slope) horizontal lines.

e. 

Go to page 5 in the experiment file and hide any data so the
velocity-time graph is blank and only the position-time match
graph is shown. Record data to match the position-time graph,
and then describe the motion of the cart during each section
shown in the graph to the right. Use terms such as forward,
backward, at rest, fast, and slow.

f. 

Draw the resulting velocity-time graph. Label each section
corresponding to the letters in the position-time graph above.

g. 

Use the slope tool in your software to find the slope of the
position-time graph in each section A, B, C, and D. Record the
slopes. How does the slope of the position time graph compare to
the velocity recorded during the same period?

h. 

Investigation 3B Motion graphs
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Motion in different frames of reference

Key
questions

Consider the questions on the right. These are
not trivial questions. More than 2,000 years
of thinking by many very smart people was
necessary to come up with answers that are
satisfactory.

What is
speed on a
moving
train?

To illustrate the point, imagine a person on a
train throwing a dart at a speed of 10 m/s. The
train car the person is in is moving forward at
10 m/s.  What  is  the  speed of  the  dart?  An
observer on the train measures the speed to be
10 m/s. An observer on the ground, however,
measures  the  speed  to  be  20  m/s.  Who  is
correct?

Velocities
depend on
reference
frames

Both are correct because there is no absolute “zero” velocity! Whether an object is at rest
or in motion depends entirely on your reference frame. Think of a reference frame as an
imaginary “box” that you consider to be “at rest” for the purpose of making measurements.
Velocities are measured with respect to your reference frame. The observer on the train
might choose the inside of the train car to be the reference frame. In that reference frame
the speed of the dart is 10 m/s. The observer outside might choose the ground to be the
reference frame. In this reference frame the speed of the dart is 20 m/s.

What is the
velocity in
another
reference
frame?

The velocity of a moving object in one reference frame is equal to the velocity in a second
reference frame plus the velocity of the second reference frame relative to the first. If this
sounds confusing, consider the ground as the first reference frame. The moving train is the
second. The velocity of the dart with respect to the ground (20 m/s) is the velocity of the
dart with respect to the train (10 m/s) plus the velocity of the train with respect to the
ground (another 10 m/s).

Inertial
frames

An inertial  reference frame  is  one in which the velocity is  constant  in both speed and
direction.  It  was  one  of  Einstein’s  brilliant  insights  that  no  physical  experiment  can
determine the velocity of an inertial reference frame without somehow looking “outside!”
This means that, if the train car were on a smooth track moving at constant speed (with no
windows),  then nothing a physicist  could do inside  the car  could determine its  motion
relative to any external reference frame.
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Velocity is the rate of change in position over time. In the case of one-dimensional motion, velocity can be
positive or negative depending on the direction of motion. Speed is the absolute value of velocity. The graphs
of position vs. time and velocity versus time are useful tools for analyzing motion. The slope of the x versus t
graph is the velocity.

Vocabulary
words

speed, velocity, slope, average velocity, instantaneous velocity, reference frame, inertial
reference frame

Key
equations

Review problems and questions

Describe in one sentence how the word speed relates to something you know. Your answer must use the
word in its correct meaning for physics.

1. 

Use the word position in a sentence describing an experience you had. You must use the word so that its
meaning is similar to what position means in physics.

2. 

The term vector is best described by which of the following?3. 
an arrow that represents an object’s speeda. 
a quantity that has a magnitude and a directionb. 
the change in position from one point to anotherc. 

The plot on the right shows the graph of position versus time of a vehicle.
Answer the following questions:

What is the total distance traveled by the vehicle?a. 
How far does the vehicle travel in the first 30 min?b. 
What is the average speed of the vehicle?c. 
What is the maximum speed of the vehicle?d. 
How long does it take for the vehicle to travel 20 km?e. 

4. 

You start driving from Austin toward Houston with a constant speed of 120 km/hr (75 mph). After 1.5 hr
you stop for 0.5 hr. Then you continue driving with a new constant speed v  and reach Houston 45 min
later.

If the total distance from Austin to Houston is 265 km, what is the speed v ?a. 
What was your average speed during the trip?b. 

5. 
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3.3 - Solving motion problems

Physics problems give you some information and ask you to apply physics to figure out something else. You
need to analyze given information and think logically about how to get an answer. This section shows you how
to analyze a problem that at first seems simple but is more complicated than it looks.
How to start

How do I
start a
problem?

One  of  the  most  difficult  steps  in  beginning  a
physics  problem  is  how  to  start.  That  means
translating diagrams and words into the language
of  math.  Mathematics  is  indeed a language!  To
translate from English into math you need to know
specific things.

What is the problem asking for?a. 
What information are you given or do you
know?

b. 

What relationships involve what is asked
and/or given?

c. 

What is the
first thing to
look for?

The last sentence of the example problem tells you what the problem is asking for. “How
long will it be before...” is a reference to time. This problem asks you to find a time. Choose
the variable t to represent time. The letter t is a good choice. Mathematically, you are seeking
a solution to the equation t = ?

How do I
organize my
information?

You are given two speeds and a distance. Because
there  are  two speeds,  you cannot  use  just  v  for
both.  When there is  more than one of  the same
type  of  variable  a  good  strategy  is  to  use
subscripts. Make one bicycle “number 1” and the
other “number 2.” The speed of  bicycle number
one is v  (pronounced “vee one”).  The speed of
bicycle two is v .

How do I
connect what
I know and
what I am
given?

Write down all the relationships you know that involve the types of information you are
asked and given. For this problem you are asked for a time. You are given speeds and a
distance.  The  relationship  you  need  is  one  that  relates  speed,  distance,  and  time.  This
relationship is v = d/t.

1

2
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Using more than one equation

Why “solve”
an equation?

How do you get time from speed and distance? The answer is to “solve” the equation for
time. “Solving for t” means rearranging the equation into the form t = ? in which “?” are
the other variables and there are no t’s on the right of the equals sign. Using the rules of
algebra, we can restate the same relationship as t = d ÷ v or as d = vt.

How do I use
the
equation?

The general equation (d  = vt) must be applied to the specific speed, time, and distance
variables for your problem. Let’s look at the equation for bicycle 1. We write the speed
equation as d  = v t . We do a similar thing for bicycle 2 to get a second equation d  = v t .

Is there
enough
information?

We are given that v  = 5 m/s. We do not, however, know the distance d , so we cannot
calculate a time. We have the same problem with the equation for bicycle 2. This brings up
an important rule.

One equation allows you to determine only one unknown value.

How many
equations do
I need?

Looking at this problem, we see that there are four unknown values: t , t , d , and d . It is a
fundamental  rule  that  you need as  many equations as  you have unknown values.  Four
unknowns means that we need four equations to solve the problem. We have two equations;
we need two more.

1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1

1 2 1 2
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Getting to a solution

What is
contextual
information?

In most problems, it is assumed that you know information implied by the context of the
problem, but not stated outright. Unless otherwise stated, you should assume the following:

There is zero friction, unless you are given friction information;1. 
Velocities are constant, unless forces or accelerations are known; and2. 
Initial position, time, and velocity are zero, unless you know otherwise.3. 

Try  to  relate  all  the  information  you are  given to  the  variables  you chose.  If  you are
stumped,  think about  what  additional  assumptions you might  make that  would make a
problem solvable.

How do I
use the
distance?

The two bicycles are 500 m apart at the start, which is t = 0. To use this information, we
need to relate it  to the distance variables we defined.  By the time they meet,  the total
distance traveled by both bicycles together has to be 500 m. In problem-specific variables
this is written as d  + d  = 500 m. This is a third equation. Now we need a fourth equation
because there are four unknowns.

Deducing
implied
information

The last equation comes from reading the problem and recognizing that the bicyclists meet
after traveling the same amount of time. Mathematically, that means t  = t  = t. Since the
times are equal, they do not need subscripts for us to tell them apart. We can write the three
equations in terms of a single time t.

How do I use
multiple
equations?

We  now  know  enough  to  solve  the  problem.  Sentences  from  the  problem  and  their
mathematical equivalents are shown above. One unknown distance equation is d  = v t.
The other unknown distance equation is d  = v t. This is true no matter what value t has.
The distance relationship tells you that d  + d  = 500 m. You can now replace the distances
with their equivalent velocities and times. This gives you a single equation with a single
unknown value. That unknown value is what you want because then you can calculate an
answer.

1 2

1 2

1 1

2 2

1 2
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Using consistent units

Equations
require
consistent
units

Before you can use the information you are given in a physics problem, you must first
check the units for consistency. This is very important because not paying attention to units
will cause you to fail many physics tests!

To use an equation every quantity must be in consistent units.

For example, suppose a car is traveling 30 miles per hour. How long does it take the car to
cross an intersection that is 18 meters across? Note that speed has units of miles per hour
and distance has units of meters. These units are not consistent with each other. If you use
the speed formula and calculate the time with speed in miles per hour and distance in
meters you will get the wrong answer! To get the correct answer you have two choices. You
can convert the speed of the car into meters per second to match the distance across the
intersection in meters, or you could convert the distance across the intersection into miles
to match the speed in miles per hour. If you use this second choice your time will come out
in hours!

Converting
units of
speed

Speed  has  units  of  distance  divided  by
time. When converting speeds, you need to
use  conversion  factors  for  both  time  and
distance.  To  convert  the  distance,  you
might  use  the  conversion  factor
1 mile = 1,609 meters. For time, you might
use  1  hour  =  3,600  seconds.  The  three
calculations on the right show correct and
incorrect ways to do the conversion. Which
is correct?

Getting the
units to
cancel

The correct conversion is the one in which all the units cancel out—except for meters in the
numerator and seconds in the denominator. Once the conversion factors are arranged so
that the units work out, all you have to do is multiply and divide the values as they appear
in the numerator or denominator. In this example, the speed of the car is 13.4 m/s. Once the
speed has been converted to units of meters per second it is consistent with the distance
across the intersection in meters. To solve the problem you apply the formula t = d/v  to
calculate that it takes the car 1.34 s to cross the intersection.
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Speed of light and special relativity

What is
relativity?

Nearly everyone has heard of relativity, but not many people know what it means. There
are  two different  forms  of  relativity,  both  proposed  by  Albert  Einstein.  The  theory  of
special  relativity  connects  velocity,  time,  and  space.  The  theory  of  general  relativity
presents a totally different way to understand gravity. Both theories may seem like science
fiction, but they are well tested and part of the technology you use every day. GPS satellites
incorporate  general  relativity,  and  virtually  all  optical  fiber  data  networks  must  take
account of special relativity.

Speed of
light

The speed of light, c = 299,792,458 m/s, is the fastest speed in our universe. Around 1900,
Einstein asked himself what light would look like if he could see it when it wasn’t moving.
Instead of making the light stop, Einstein thought about traveling beside light at the same
speed. You may have driven next to someone going the same speed on the highway. When
you look out the window, the other car seems motionless relative to you. Einstein thought
about whether it might be possible to travel at the same speed as light and about how light
would appear if you could.

Reference
frames

Recall  the  dart  thrown  on  a  train  from earlier  in  this
chapter. If the person throws the dart at 10 m/s relative to
the train, and the train is approaching you at 10 m/s, the
dart gets 20 m closer to you every second. As far as you
are concerned, you see the dart traveling 20 m/s toward
you. The speed of the dart in your reference frame is the
speed in its reference frame (the train) plus the speed of
that reference frame with respect to you.

Paradox of
the speed of
light

Einstein considered what the speed of light would be if
the person on the train shined a flashlight at you as in the
case of the thrown dart. Physicists at that time believed
that the ground observer should measure a speed equal to
the speed of light in the train’s moving reference frame
plus the speed of the train. But that is not what happens.
The speed of light is 299,792,458 m/s for both observers
no matter the speed of the train or its direction, forward
or backward!

Michelson–
Morley
experiment

In 1887, Albert A. Michelson and Edward W. Morley wanted to determine whether the
speed of  light  changed as  a  result  of  the Earth’s  motion.  Michelson and Morley made
sensitive measurements of the speed of light both parallel and perpendicular to the orbital
motion of the Earth. In effect, they used the Earth as a “train” moving at 29,800 m/s—
Earth’s  orbital  speed.  They  found  the  speed  of  light  to  be  exactly  the  same  for  both
directions! This result is not at all what they expected. How could it be explained?
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Time in moving frames of reference

Why is the
speed of
light the
same for all
observers?

Einstein thought deeply about what it  meant for the speed of light to be constant to all
observers. In the process, he came to surprising but inescapable conclusions that totally
upended our notions of space and time. Prior to special  relativity,  time was a constant,
flowing at the same rate for all observers. Einstein’s thought experiments about light led
him to realize that time and even space were not constants after all.

Think about
a light clock

Imagine a clock that counts trips of a beam of light going
back and forth between two mirrors. This type of clock is
similar  to  how  an  atomic  clock  works  today.  Einstein
placed  his  imaginary  clock  on  a  moving  spaceship.  A
person standing next to the clock sees the light go up and
down, back and forth. In the moving reference frame of the
spaceship, the time it  takes the light to make one trip is
twice  the  distance  between  the  mirrors  divided  by  the
speed of light.

How does
the clock
appear in
another
reference
frame?

Next, consider a stationary observer outside the spaceship, watching from the ground. This
stationary observer sees the light follow a zigzag path because the mirrors move with the
spaceship. The zigzag path is longer than the simple up-and-down path seen by the observer
inside the spaceship—yet the speed of light must be the same to all observers, regardless of
their motion. Suppose it takes light one second to go between the mirrors. The speed of
light must be the same for both people, yet the person on the ground sees the light travel a
longer distance!

Time runs at
different
rates for
different
observers

The way to resolve this paradox is to realize that one second on the ground is not the same
as one second on the spaceship. If one second of “ship time” is longer than one second of
“ground time,” then the problem is resolved. The ground observer divides a longer distance
by a longer “second” and measures 299,792,458 m/s.  The shipboard observer  finds the
same value based on the ship’s time. The consequence of the speed of light being the same
for all observers, Einstein’s concluded, is that time flows at different rates for observers in
motion relative to each other.

Time runs
slower in a
moving
reference
frame

A major  consequence of  the speed of  light  being constant  is  that  time slows down for
objects in motion (including people). If you move fast enough, the change in the rate at
which time passes can be enormous. For a spaceship traveling at 99.9% of the speed of
light, 22 years would pass on Earth while a single year passes on the spaceship. The closer
the spaceship’s speed is to the speed of light, the slower time flows for those aboard relative
to those left behind on Earth.
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Consequences of special relativity

Consequences
of special
relativity

Special relativity does not affect ordinary experience because the relative velocities need
to be at  least  100 million m/s before the effects become obvious.  Relativistic effects,
however, are observed every day in physics labs and in many technologies.

Time dilation Time passes more slowly in a moving reference frame when
compared to a stationary reference frame. In practical terms,
clocks  run  slower  on  moving  spaceships  compared  with
clocks on the ground. By moving very fast, it is possible to
travel into the future. If you were traveling in a spaceship at
a speed of 0.9999c  (or 99.99% of the speed of light), one
year would pass for you while 100 years have passed on the
ground. This effect is known as time dilation.

Space
contraction

Not just time, but also space itself, varies depending on the
reference  frame  of  the  observer.  The  length  of  an  object
measured in a stationary reference frame is not the same as
the length measured in a moving reference frame. An object
does not get smaller or larger: Space itself gets smaller for
an observer moving near the speed of light. Space contracts
along (or parallel to) the direction of motion.

Simultaneity
becomes
relative

The  concept  of  “simultaneous  events”  changes  when  one
reference frame is moving relative to the other. Two events
that  are  simultaneous  to  one  observer  may  not  be
simultaneous to another who is moving relative to the first
observer. The idea of “now” and “then” may no longer refer
to the same point in time for observers in different reference
frames.

Increase in
mass

As the speed of an object approaches the speed of light, its
mass increases as measured in any outside reference frame.
The closer the speed of an object gets to the speed of light,
the  more  of  its  kinetic  energy  becomes  mass  instead  of
motion. Matter can never move faster than the speed of light
because  adding  energy  creates  more  mass  instead  of
increasing an object’s speed.

Frequency
shift

Because  light  is  a  wave,  it  has  a  frequency,  and  the
frequency  is  affected  by  relative  motion.  Suppose  a
spaceship  moving  toward  Earth  emits  red  light  with  a
frequency of 462%10  (462 trillion) waves per second. The
same number  of  waves  appear  on  Earth,  but  in  a  shorter
time. If the ship were moving at 70% of the speed of light,
the  waves  arrive  at  Earth  at  a  rate  of
630%10  (630 trillion) waves per second. This is blue light!
The frequency of light emitted by a moving object becomes more blue (“blueshifted”)
when the object is moving toward you and more red (“redshifted”) if it is moving away
from you.
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Simultaneity

What does
“at the same
time” mean?

The usual definition of simultaneous is “at the same time.” Because time is not constant for
all observers, whether two events are simultaneous depends on the relative motion of the
observers. Einstein proposed that the meaning of “simultaneous” is that two equidistant
events are simultaneous if light from both events reaches the observer at the same time.
The  whole  concept  of  “at  the  same time”  depends  on  the  relative  motion  of  different
observers.

A thought
experiment

Einstein imagined two lightning strikes hitting the front and back of a moving train. You
are the observer on the ground watching the train from a distance. Because you are the
same distance from both strike points, you see the two bolts of lightning hit the train at the
same time. To you, the two lightning strikes are simultaneous because it takes the same
amount of time for light from either event to reach you.

The strikes
are not
simultaneous
to the
observer
on the train

If the train were at rest, then the train rider would also observe two simultaneous lightning
strikes. The train, however, is moving. The observer in the center of the train sees the front
of the train hit first, and then the rear, so the two lightning strikes are not simultaneous. The
speed of light is unaffected by the motion of the train. But the observer is moving toward
the point where lightning struck the front of the train. Light from the front strike is seen
first because that light has a shorter distance to travel to reach the observer. The rear strike
is seen second because the observer is moving away from the point where that lightning
struck. Light from the rear strike has a longer distance to go to and reaches the observer a
nanosecond after light from the front strike.

Time, space,
and causality

Special relativity tells us that no information can travel faster
than  the  speed  of  light.  This  has  deep  implications  for
cosmology, the study of the universe. The graph on the right
shows space on the vertical  axis and time on the horizontal
axis. An event  (A) occurs at a point in space and time. The
world lines represent light spreading out at the speed of light.
The event never exists for point (B) because light from (A) can
never reach (B). Furthermore, point (D) experiences the event
1,000 years after point (C) because of the light travel time. To
beings on a planet 165 million light years away, dinosaurs still
live on Earth  because that is the “now” they could see with
their telescopes!
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Solving  physics  problems  usually  involves  translating  the  language  of  the  problem  into  mathematical
statements: identify what is asked for in the question; determine what quantities and other information are
given to you; identify key relationships among the quantities; and solve the problem. In the process, it is
important to assign variables to quantities, make clear and correct assumptions, and use consistent units.

Review problems and questions

A student is biking to school. She travels 0.7 km north, then realizes something has fallen out of her bag.
She travels 0.3 km south to retrieve her item. She then travels 0.4 mi north to arrive at school. The
journey takes her 15 min.

What is her total displacement?a. 
What is her average velocity?b. 

1. 

Two students travel from school to their jobs at the bowling alley, which is 2.5 km away. One student
rides a scooter at 9.0 m/s, and the other student rides a bike at 12 mi/hr.

Who arrives at the bowling alley first?a. 
How long does the trip take for each of them?b. 

2. 

Two cars are initially separated by 1.0 km and traveling toward each other, one at 30 mi/hr and the other
at 30 km/hr. How far in kilometers from their respective starting points do the two cars meet?

3. 

A student was maneuvering the Smart Cart and generated the
position versus time chart illustrated at right. Describe in
words the motion of the cart for each segment of the chart.

4. 

An airplane flew at a speed of 500 km/hr for 1.5 hr. It then hit a tail wind that boosted its speed to
650 km/hr for the next 750 km.

How far did it travel during the first stage of its trip?a. 
How long did it take to complete the second stage (only) of its trip?b. 
How far did it travel during the entire trip?c. 
How long did it take for the entire trip?d. 
What was its average speed for the trip?e. 

5. 
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Vocabulary
Match each word to the sentence where it best fits.

Section 3.1

coordinates displacement
magnitude origin
position scalar
vector

When Ilana moved her pencil from the location (2,#4) cm
on her paper to the location (6,#3) cm, the _______ she
made was (+4,#!1) cm.

1. 

_______ are values that together determine a unique
position in space.

2. 

Marcel identified the ground beneath his feet as the
_______ by labeling it with “0 meters.”

3. 

Mass, speed, and temperature are examples of _______
quantities unlike the vector quantities such as velocity and
force

4. 

An object’s _______ is a vector that tells where it is
relative to the origin.

5. 

A quantity that has both magnitude and direction is a/an
_______.

6. 

Section 3.2

average velocity inertial reference frame
instantaneous velocity reference frame
slope speed
velocity

Two people driving in cars at constant speed but in
opposite directions on the highway are each traveling in
a/an _______.

7. 

_______ can be calculated by dividing the change in
position by the change in time.

8. 

_______ measures the steepness of a graph.9. 

_______ has the same units as speed but is a vector, so it
includes information about direction.

10. 

After Sinead finished a road trip, her GPS told her that her
maximum speed was 58 mph. That means that at some
point in her trip her _______ was 58 mph.

11. 

An office worker on the tenth floor of a building labels the
origin of his _______ as zero meters at the bottom of his
feet, despite being located 100 ft above ground.

12. 

During stop-and-go driving in a traffic jam, Darrius
moved 5 km in one-half of an hour. His _______ was
10 km/hr.

13. 

Conceptual questions

Section 3.1
Which of the following sentences best matches the
meaning of the equation d = x  ! x ?

The final position is the initial position minus the
displacement.

a. 

The initial position is the final position plus the
displacement.

b. 

The displacement is the initial position minus the
final position.

c. 

The displacement is the final position minus the
initial position.

d. 

14. 

Latitude and longitude lines form a convenient coordinate
system for specifying locations on Earth’s surface. Where
is the origin of this coordinate system? (Hint: The east–
west origin and north–south origin both need to be
identified.)

15. 

Are the following vector or scalar quantities?

temperaturea. 
computer memory spaceb. 
location from a GPSc. 
speedometer readingd. 

16. 

What is the relationship between the scalar distance and
the vector displacement?

17. 

Describe a situation in which someone moves a distance
of 100 m yet has a displacement of zero.

18. 

 What is the difference between position and
displacement?

19. 

 Give three phrases that are examples of displacements
without using the word “displacement.” These should be
given as you would speak them to a friend.
For example, “I ....”

20. 

 Which of the following are vectors?

distancea. 
positionb. 
displacementc. 

21. 

 Can you add or subtract a distance from a displacement?22. 

 What factors would influence a person’s choice of an
origin and coordinate system for a given problem?

23. 
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Section 3.2
A position versus time graph represents the motion of two
objects. The line for object one has a steep slope and the line for
object two has a shallow slope. Which object is moving faster?

24. 

What physical quantity is represented by area on a velocity versus
time graph?

25. 

Your friend took a walk through a maze. She wrote down exactly
how far she traveled along each straight path in the maze and at
what times she turned. She always walked with a steady velocity
along any straight path and only changed velocities when she
turned.

Explain how you would use her data to find her
instantaneous velocity at any single point in the maze.
Include the equation you would use.

a. 

Explain how you would use her data to find her average
velocity. Include the equation you would use.

b. 

26. 

Kristie walks once around a large circle at a constant speed. What
is her average velocity for the whole walk? Explain using
equations. Is Kristie’s instantaneous velocity constant? Explain
this second part in words.

27. 

 Scott is chasing Damian along a track. Consider two frames of
reference: Damian’s moving frame of reference and the ground’s
fixed frame of reference. Is Scott’s speed faster or slower in
Damian’s reference frame compared to the ground’s frame?

28. 

Without looking at the numbers, does the graph above show a
greater speed at 10 s or at 40 s?
How can you tell?

29. 

The area on the velocity versus time graph represents distance.
What does the area on a position versus time graph represent?

30. 

Which graph above shows the least amount of movement?31. 

 Describe three different ways you can travel 100 m in 10 s.
Each different way must specify speed(s) and time(s).

32. 

Which of the following sentences best matches the
meaning of the equation d = vt?

The speed is the distance divided by the time.a. 
The time is the distance divided by the speed.b. 
The distance is the speed multiplied by the
time.

c. 

The distance is the speed divided by the time.d. 

33. 

 What does the slope in a position versus time graph
represent?

34. 

 What can you say about the shape of a position
versus time graph representing accelerated motion?

35. 

 How do you find distance traveled on a velocity
versus time graph?

36. 

 Why is the slope of a distance versus time graph
equal to speed?

37. 

 A position–time graph of Liz’s trip to Boston
shows a flat line starting at x = 3 hr and ending at
x = 5 hr. What does this mean?

38. 

 Janet is pulled over by a police officer for going
faster than the speed limit. Janet, a high school
physics student, argues that she didn’t violate the law
because her average velocity over the course of the
last five miles was under the speed limit. The officer
still gives Janet a ticket. What was the mistake in
Janet’s argument?

39. 

 This position versus time graph shows a famous,
mythic race. Can you tell which one? Explain and
include a description of the race in your answer.

40. 

 Give an example of a situation where an object
moves in two or three dimensions but its motion can
be characterized in one dimension?

41. 
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Section 3.2

 Which figure shows a driver getting stuck in the mud?42. 

Section 3.3
The equation d = vt is applied to calculate the distance when
time is given in seconds. If the speed is in units of centimeters
per second, then what units will the calculated distance have?

43. 

Write down three forms of the equation that relates speed,
distance, and time. Each form should solve for a different
variable.

44. 

Which of the following equations best matches the meaning
of the following sentence?
     “The sum of two numbers is divided by 23.”

(a + b)/23a. 
23(a + b)b. 
a + b ! 23c. 
23/(a + b)d. 

45. 

 If a  = b  + c  then what is c in terms of a and b?46. 

 As a solution to a physics problem, a student derived an
equation for the distance traveled by a ball as d = 7t . Is this a
reasonable answer? Why or why not?

47. 

 A problem is given with three variables, a, b, and c. The
relationships between the variables are

a = b + c
and

b = 2c
Is it possible to calculate a value for a with the information
given? Why or why not?

48. 

A = BC  and A = DE.

Given B, C, and E, solve for D.a. 
Given B, D, and E, solve for C.b. 

49. 

Quantitative problems

Section 3.1
You need to do a series of calculations involving the
motion of an object. Another student hands you
predefined parameters of the problem; you see that she
has defined x  = !53.4 m and x  = 71.6 m. How might
you redefine the problem so as to make it easier to
solve?

50. 

 Trixie is driving laps at a racetrack. The track is
circular and has a radius of 25 m. After completing 2
full laps, what is Trixie’s displacement relative to her
starting position?

51. 

 You walk 10 miles north, 20 miles south, and 5 miles
north. Taking north to be the positive y direction, define
a position vector that describes your position on the y
axis.

52. 

 Two robots compete in a game of tug-of-war. The
orange robot first loses ground, until x = !12 m, then
gains it until x = 42 m when the blue robot loses its
grip. In order to win, the total displacement of a robot
must be 50 m or more. Did the orange robot win the
round?

53. 

 Vector  = (3, 4) and vector  = (!7, 1). Which
diagram shows  ! ?

54. 

 Starting at  = –5 m, you walk right 10 m and then
left for 3 m. Your final position is . Taking right to be
the positive x direction, describe a displacement vector

 that characterizes the total change in position.

55. 
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Section 3.2
A dog starts at the origin and runs forward at 6 m/s for
1.5 s and then turns around to fetch the ball by running
backward at 7 m/s for 3 s. If the dog runs back to the origin
at 4 m/s, then how much time has elapsed between the start
and when he returns with the ball?

56. 

The position vs. time graph above represents the motion of
a foam ball after being dropped. What is the instantaneous
velocity at 0.8 s?

57. 

In the position versus time graph above, how far does the
object travel in the first 35 s?

58. 

The cheetah, the fastest land animal, can sprint at 30 m/s.
Could the cheetah get a speeding ticket on a highway
where the speed limit is 55 mph?

59. 

 A bicycle starts 50 m from an intersection. Ten seconds
later the bicycle is 85 m from the same intersection. What
is the slope of the bicycle’s position versus time graph 5 s
after it starts? Assume constant velocity motion.

60. 

Mike drove 70 km due west and then 100 km due east.

What is his total distance traveled?a. 
What is his total displacement?b. 
If Mike took 3 hr to complete the trip, what was his
average speed?

c. 

What was his average velocity over the 3 hr trip?d. 

61. 

How far does the car travel between 1 hr and 3 hr
according to the velocity versus time graph above?

62. 

The velocity versus time graph above shows a bicycle trip.
Use the graph to calculate the following.

How many kilometers does the cyclist travel?a. 
What is the cyclist’s final position?b. 
Which segment of the trip is most likely to have been
downhill?

c. 

63. 

 An object that starts at a position of 5 m and travels for
3 s at a velocity of !9 m/s ends up at what position?

64. 

 How long does it take to ride 5 miles on a bicycle going
20 mph?

65. 

A ball rolls along the track shown. Use what you know
about how speeds change on hills to determine which of the
four places (A, B, C, or D) on the graph of velocity versus
time cannot be correct.

66. 
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Section 3.2

 For the following questions, refer to the position versus
time graph above.

What is the average velocity from 30 to 40 s?a. 
What is the distance the object travels between 0
and 50 s? What is the ball’s change in position?

b. 

What is the object’s velocity at t = 5 s?c. 

67. 

 Calculate the conversion factor between miles per hour
and meters per second.

68. 

 Marie is driving from the USA into Canada. She notices
that all of the Canadian speed limit signs are in kilometers
per hour; her odometer only displays miles per hour. How
many kilometers per hour is she driving when the
odometer reads 19 miles per hour?

69. 

 Miguel solves a physics problem involving a car moving
on the highway; the final velocity of the car in his answer
is 3.2 m/s. Wanting to have an intuitive feel for his answer,
he decides to convert to miles per hour. Calculate the
velocity of the car in miles per hour.

70. 

 The graph shows the position of a robot car moving
along a straight track for 6 s. Use the graph to answer the
following questions.

What is the car’s speed 1 s after it starts?a. 
What is the maximum speed reached by the car?b. 
When does the car reach its maximum speed?c. 
What is the total distance the car travels between
t = 0 and t = 6 s?

d. 

What is the car’s maximum positive velocity?e. 

71. 

 At the point when the race clock says 5:15.00 (315 s) one
car is 500 m behind the starting line. By the time the clock
reaches 5:56 (356 s) the car is 800 m in front of the starting
line. What is the car’s average velocity during this time?
Assume the car moves in a straight line at constant speed in
the positive direction.

72. 

 Mitch wants to sketch a position versus time graph for a
recent trip he took to New York City. During the trip, Mitch
drove for one and one half hours at 60 miles/hr, stopped for
one hour, and then drove at 50 miles/hr for the remaining
two hours. Mitch stayed in town for three hours. Being in a
rush on his way back, he drove at 95 miles/hr without
stopping. Draw a position versus time graph of Mitch’s trip.

73. 

 The figure shows a position versus time graph of Sylvia’s
trip to work.

What is Sylvia’s instantaneous velocity 12 min into
the trip?

a. 

What is it 36 min into the trip?b. 
What is it 60 min into the trip?c. 

74. 

 Which equation is the best match to the following
sentence?
“The initial position is the final position minus the product
of velocity multiplied by time.”

x  = x  + vta. 
x  = x  ! vtb. 
vt = x  ! xc. 
v = (x  ! x ) ÷ td. 

75. 

 A train travels along a 1,200 km track. At 9:00 am the
train’s position is 300 km from the eastern end of the track.
At 1:00 pm the train’s position is 1,100 km from the eastern
end of the track. Which of the columns in the table above
(A, B, or C) represents the best choices for the values of the
variables needed to solve this problem?

76. 
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Section 3.2
 What is the average velocity of a man who runs forward

at 8 m/s for 9 s and back again at 5 m/s for 3 s after an 8 s
break?

77. 

 Two cyclists that are 500 m apart start biking toward
each other. They bike at speeds of 6 and 4 m/s.

How long does it take for them to reach each other?a. 
How far does the slower biker travel?b. 

78. 

 The velocity versus time graph above represents the
motion of a ball that is thrown upward. Use the graph to
calculate the maximum height the ball reaches.

79. 

 A runner passes the 2,000 m mark of a race 380 s after
starting. At what time (after starting) will the runner reach
the 5,000 m mark if her speed remains constant?

80. 

 A submarine must reach a marker 290 km from shore
9 hr after leaving port. At what time will the submarine
pass a marker that is 125 km from shore? Assume
constant-velocity motion.

81. 

A person 200 m from a store walks directly away from the
store at a constant velocity of 2.5 m/s for 65 s. How far is
the person from the store now?

82. 

An asteroid is 180,000 km away from the Moon on a
collision course. How much time will it take before the
asteroid is 10 km away if it is moving at a constant
velocity of 36,000 m/s? You may neglect the effects of the
Moon’s gravity.

83. 

A tennis ball is moving 30 m/s toward a player who swings
a racquet at a velocity of 15 m/s toward the ball. What is
the velocity of the ball relative to the racquet?

84. 

 A sprinter running at 9 m/s is chasing a long distance
runner who runs at 7 m/s. The long distance runner starts
200 m ahead. The sprinter, however, can only run for 2 min
without stopping. Does the sprinter catch the distance runner?

85. 

 The figure shows the velocity versus time graph for a
game of catch played between Stuart and Eve.

Who has run farther after 6 s?a. 
Who has a greater total displacement from their starting
position after 10 s?

b. 

After 22 s, who has a greater displacement?c. 
Who has covered more distance after 22 s?d. 

86. 

 Niels is running 5 m/s toward Erwin, who runs 3 m/s
toward Niels. From Erwin’s reference frame, how fast is Niels
moving toward him? From Niels’s reference frame, how fast
does Erwin move toward him?

87. 

Two people pass the 2,000 meter mark on a walking trail at
the same time, going in the same direction. Jordan is jogging
at 2.2 m/s and Annette is walking at 1.2 m/s. How much time
passes before the two people are 100 m apart? Assume they
maintain constant speed.

88. 

During which time interval does the velocity versus time
graph not match the corresponding interval on the position
versus time graph? Why?

89. 
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Section 3.3

 A builder of musical chimes wishes to divide a 1 m
length of pipe into four segments that have the following
relationships between their lengths. Not wishing to have
any waste, the builder knows it is possible to make three
cuts that divide the pipe into exactly the four segments
needed.

The longest pipe is twice the length of the shortest
pipe.

a. 

The second longest pipe is 4/5 the length of the
longest pipe

b. 

The third longest pipe is 2/3 the length of the longest
pipe.

c. 

Calculate the lengths of each of the pipes.

90. 

 The building code is a set of rules for how to design and
build houses that are safe, strong, and comfortable. The
rule for designing stairs is that twice the rise plus the run
equals 25 in. The rise is the vertical distance between steps
and the run is the tread width.

A second rule is that the treads and risers must be the same
for every step. The carpenter measures the height between
floors and designs a stair that meets the rule by calculating
a riser height and tread width that satisfies the rule while
making all the risers equal and all the treads equal.

Derive an equation that relates the riser height and
tread width.

a. 

Derive an equation that relates the distance between
floors, the number of stairs, and the riser height.

b. 

Suppose the distance between floors is 118 in. Use
your equation to come up with two different stair
designs that meet the rule but have riser heights no
more than 9 in and tread widths no less than 9 in.

c. 

91. 

Given that
x  + x  = 4 m

and that
x x  = 4 m

what are the possible values for x  and x ?

92. 

 You are given two algebraic equations: y = 5x and
6y = x + 2. Solve for x and y.

93. 

 A skier leaves the lodge traveling at a constant speed of
12 m/s. Thirty minutes later, another skier leaves the same
lodge traveling along the same trail. At what speed must
the second skier travel to catch up with the first skier in
90 min?

94. 

 Two cyclists are riding a trail that makes a 5.5 km loop.
Both start at the same place at the same time. One cyclist
rides at an average speed of 25 km/hr. The other cyclist
rides ahead, maintaining an average speed of 29 km/hr. For
how much time do the two cyclists ride before they meet
up again?

95. 

 Two boats are sailing directly toward each other at
different speeds. One moves at 20 m/s and the other at
32 m/s. The boats start 2,500 m apart. How much time does
it take before the boats collide?

96. 

 A car leaves a city traveling at a constant speed of
85 km/hr on a straight road. A second car leaves exactly
one hour later traveling in the same direction. At what
speed must the second car travel to catch up with the first
car 250 km away from the city?

97. 

 Two hikers leave from different places on the same trail.
Sonyia hikes at a constant speed of 4 km/hr starting from
Arcos canyon at 1:00 pm. Marguarite starts from Arroyo
canyon at 3:00 pm and hikes at 5 km/hr. If the two hikers
meet up in 8 hr, then how far apart along the trail are Arcos
and Arroyo canyons?

98. 

 A swimmer travels at 0.8 m/s heading south across a
small lake. At the same time, a second swimmer heads
north from the opposite shore at a speed of 0.4 m/s. How
wide is the lake if the two swimmers meet 12 min later?

99. 
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Standardized test practice
A ball is +5 m from the origin and moves !7 m. What is the
ball’s position?

!2 mA. 
12 mB. 
7 mC. 
2 mD. 

100. 

If Graham walks 5 m to the right over 6 s and then 3 m back
to the left over the next 4 s, then what is his average velocity
over the whole process?

0.2 m/sA. 
0.33 m/sB. 
0.1 m/sC. 
0.8 m/sD. 

101. 

The figure shows a velocity versus time graph for a portion of
Frank’s warm-up run. What is Frank’s total displacement?

45 mA. 
!9 mB. 
!45 mC. 
9 mD. 

102. 

What does the slope of a position versus time graph
represent?

AccelerationA. 
TimeB. 
DisplacementC. 
VelocityD. 

103. 

Which of the three (A, B, or C) points has its x and y
coordinates swapped from the example?

Graph AA. 
Graph BB. 
Graph CC. 

104. 

Calico is driving to work. Which of the following is a
possible explanation of the position versus time graph of
her drive?

Halfway to work, she stopped for breakfast. After
eating, she realized she was late and sped the rest
of the drive.

A. 

After going halfway, she had to return home to get
something she forgot.

B. 

Halfway to work, Calico saw a police officer on
the highway and slowed down. She completed her
drive without incident.

C. 

Halfway to work, Calico was pulled over for
speeding. After being issued a ticket, she drove the
speed limit the rest of the way.

D. 

105. 

An ant starts at !5 m and moves 10 m left, 25 m right,
30 m left, and 5 m right. If the positive x-axis is to the
right, what is the final position and total displacement of
the ant?

position: !15 m; displacement: 70 mA. 
position: 5 m; displacement: 10 mB. 
position: 5 m; displacement: !70 mC. 
position: !15 m; displacement: !10 mD. 

106. 

Anand gets into an elevator and travels 50 m straight up
in a time of 5 s. He then travels in the opposite direction,
straight down, for 70 m in a time of 6 s. What is his
average speed and velocity, respectively, over the 11 s
period?

10.9 m/s, 1.82 m/sA. 
10.9 m/s, !1.82 m/sB. 
21.8 m/s, 10.9 m/sC. 
!10.9 m/s, 5.2 m/sD. 

107. 

Which of the following is not a property of
displacement?

Displacement can be negative.A. 
Displacement describes a change in position.B. 
Displacement is equal to the total distance traveled
by an object in motion.

C. 

Displacement is equal to the final position of an
object minus the initial position of the object.

D. 

108. 

Chapter review
Chapter
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The stuff of legend, g-forces are endured by fighter pilots, astronauts, and roller-coaster riders. In
a sense, however, they should be called g-accelerations. Acceleration is simply the rate at which
your velocity changes. What does that feel like, and what can it do to you?

When described by car salespeople, acceleration is described in terms such
as “zero to sixty [mph] in seven seconds.” But “g’s” are a better measure.
After all, when you drop a heavy book, the quantity g tells us how quickly
it speeds up. And “g’s” tell us how heavy we feel—whether due to gravity
or from being pressed against the seat in a fighter jet dodging enemy fire.
At 2g  we feel  twice as  heavy as normal;  at  10g  we feel  ten  times  that
force—enough to make many people lose consciousness. (In fact, g-forces
first came to widespread attention because numerous WW I pilots passed
out during dogfights.)

The term “g-force” usually makes one think of space travel, because an astronaut must achieve
orbital speed within minutes of takeoff. In the 1950s and 1960s, U.S. astronaut candidates had to
ride the Johnsville Centrifuge: a small metal capsule at the end of a 50 ft (15 m) rotor. Candidates
briefly endured accelerations as great as 30g—similar to the sudden velocity change that you
might experience in a car crash without an air bag. Requirements were stringent: Astronauts in
the U.S. Mercury program would have to endure roughly 8g during takeoff and re-entry. Many
capable pilots who had a history of heart trouble failed to qualify for space flight.

By contrast,  Space Shuttle  astronauts  barely exceeded 2g
during their missions. Your head accelerates more rapidly
when you sneeze (about 3g), and your body undergoes the
occasional 3g  or  4g  acceleration when you ride a  typical
roller-coaster. Sneezes and roller-coaster turns, however, are
very  short  events.  We  still  don’t  know  how  people  will
respond after exposure to even a few “g’s” over the long
time periods that interplanetary space travel would require.
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This chapter takes the variables of position, time, velocity, and
acceleration and weaves them together in a mathematical model that
describes linear motion. This model is versatile and accurate enough to be
used for everything from navigating submarines and spacecraft to moving
toy robots and driverless vehicles. The model starts with the graphs of
position versus time and velocity versus time. The concept of slope is
applied to both graphs to derive two equations that describe position and
speed in accelerated motion. These equations are then applied to free fall
and other common situations.

By the end of this chapter you should be able to
create and interpret x vs. t graphs for uniformly accelerated motion;

create and interpret v vs. t graphs for uniformly accelerated motion;

solve problems in one-dimensional motion involving position,
velocity, time, and constant acceleration;
solve a one-dimensional motion problem with two equations and two
unknowns; and
calculate speed and position for bodies in free fall.

4A: Acceleration
4B: A model for accelerated motion

108 Acceleration
109 Acceleration on motion graphs
110 Understanding acceleration
111 Positive and negative acceleration and velocity
112 Determining acceleration
113 4A: Acceleration
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115 A model of accelerated motion
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4.1 - Acceleration

How do we describe speeding up or slowing down? What is the difference between slowing down gradually
and hitting a brick wall? Both these questions have answers that involve acceleration. Acceleration describes
how velocity  changes.  Any change  in  velocity,  including  speeding  up,  slowing  down,  or  turning,  creates
acceleration.
What is acceleration?

How do we
describe
changes in
velocity?

Almost nothing moves at constant speed for very long in everyday life. Even a car on cruise
control speeds up and slows down by small amounts to compensate for hills. How do we
describe changes in velocity, such as going from rest to moving, or from moving to rest? The
answer is the concept of acceleration. Acceleration is defined in equation (4.1) as the rate of
change of velocity.

(4.1)
a  = acceleration (m/s )
!v  = change in velocity (m/s)
!t  = change in time (s)

Acceleration
definition

Acceleration is a crucial concept in the physics of motion because acceleration, not velocity,
is the result of applied forces.

What does
acceleration
mean?

Equation (4.1) describes how acceleration is the change in velocity (!v = v  " v ) divided by
the change in time (!t = t  " t ). For example, if a car starts at rest and is moving at 30 mph,
then 10 s later the car’s acceleration is 3 mph/s, or three miles per hour per second.  The
speedometer increases by 3 mph each second for 10 s. Acceleration is the rate at  which
velocity changes.

What are the
units of
acceleration?

The units of acceleration are units of velocity divided by units of time. For a typical car a
convenient unit would be miles per hour per second. A powerful sports car can accelerate
from zero to 60 mph in 4 s. The change in velocity is 60 mph. The change in time is 4 s. The
acceleration is 15 mph per second.

What is
m/s ?

Acceleration in this course will usually be expressed in SI units of m/s per second, or m/s .
(This is sometimes written as m/s/s or m s .) One meter per second squared means that the
velocity changes by one meter per second each second.

Positive and
negative
acceleration

Acceleration can be positive or negative. For example, an acceleration of +4 m/s  adds 4 m/s
of velocity each second. A car starting from rest would move at 4 m/s after one second,
8 m/s after two seconds, 12 m/s after three seconds, and so on. A negative acceleration of
"4 m/s subtracts 4 m/s every second. A car moving at +40 m/s would be moving at 36 m/s
after one second, 32 m/s after two seconds, 28 m/s after three seconds, and so on. A negative
acceleration is sometimes called a deceleration.

𝑎 =
!𝑣
!𝑡

2

f i

f i

2

2

"2

2

2
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Acceleration on motion graphs

Acceleration
on the
position vs.
time graph

A moving object with an increasing velocity covers more distance during each new second
than it covered in the previous second. That means the slope  of the x  vs. t  graph must
become  steeper  over  time  as  the  velocity  increases.  The  changing  slope  is  what  we
recognize as a curve.

In general, acceleration results in curves on the x vs. t graph.

Why is the
x vs. t
graph a
curve?

Accelerated motion looks different on the v vs. t and x vs. t graphs. Constant acceleration
means that  the velocity changes by the same amount every second—which produces a
straight line of constant slope on a v vs. t graph but results in a curved line on the x vs. t
graph.

Reading
acceleration
from v vs. t

The acceleration equals the slope of the velocity versus time graph. In the example above,
the velocity increases by 0.5 m/s in 1 s. This is equal to an acceleration of 0.5 meters per
second  per  second  or  0.5  m/s .  A  positive  slope  on  a  v  vs.  t  graph  means  positive
acceleration.  A negative slope on a  v  vs.  t  graph means negative acceleration.  Do  not
confuse the sign of the slope of the v vs. t graph with the sign of the velocity itself! You can
have negative acceleration with positive velocity and vice versa.

Constant
acceleration
versus
constant
velocity

Constant velocity, or constant speed, both mean that the acceleration is zero. The position
changes by the same amount in equal time intervals and the result is a flat v vs. t graph and
a constant-slope x vs. t graph. Constant acceleration means that the velocity changes by an
equal amount in equal time intervals.  This means a constant-slope v  vs.  t  graph and a
curved x vs. t graph.

Graphical
model

Graphical models for motion with constant acceleration are illustrated above and compared
to graphical models for motion with constant velocity. You can quickly scan the shapes of
these graphs and identify which kind of motion is being modeled in each case.

2
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Understanding acceleration

What is
acceleration?

The concept of acceleration is not easy to understand. It took Newton’s genius and the
invention  of  a  whole  new form of  mathematics  (calculus)  to  fully  define  acceleration.
Acceleration  is  important  enough  to  understanding  forces  and  motion  that  it  is  worth
learning about it more deeply by discussing it with teachers and peers.

Teacher-
moderated
peer
discussion

The diagrams below illustrate the concept of acceleration. Display these diagrams on a
projector and discuss statements A–D that accompany each diagram. Use the questions
below to focus the discussion in groups and with the teacher.

Supporting
questions for
discussion

How does statement A relate to the diagram below it?
What does “+/" 5 mph/s” mean?

1. 

What does the word “rate” mean in the context of statement B? How do the arrows
below represent the idea of a rate of change of velocity?

2. 

How does the equation represent statement C? Answer by translating each symbol and
operation. For example the horizontal line means “divided by.”
Give numerical examples of a change in velocity divided by a change in time.

3. 

How does the diagram in D represent the text of statement D? What does the shaded
triangle represent? What does it mean that the lines on the velocity versus time graph
in diagram D go up, then down? How is that reflected in the concept of acceleration?

4. 

Stories help
to explain
concepts

Describe a personal experience that relates to diagram
A using the  word “acceleration.”  Your  story  should
include both the upper and lower parts of the diagram.
The following story provides an example.

“If I push down on the gas pedal on a level road the
car  accelerates  by  about  five  miles  per  hour  every
second. From a stop it takes 12 s to get to 60 mph. If I
hit the brakes gently, I can decrease the speed back to
zero over 12 s, for an acceleration of !5 miles per hour per second.”
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Positive and negative acceleration and velocity

Can v = 0
while a ! 0?

Acceleration is the rate at which velocity changes. Even
when  an  object  has  zero  velocity,  it  can  still  have  a
nonzero acceleration. Consider dropping a ball from your
hand.  The  ball  is  not  moving  initially,  and  the  instant
your fingers release the ball it still has zero velocity. One
tenth of a second later the ball is moving downward at
"0.98  m/s.  That  means  that  the  ball  was  accelerating
from  the  moment  it  was  released,  even  though  its
velocity was zero at that instant.

Beware of
signs!

Be very careful interpreting the signs of velocity and acceleration. Many problems define
positive  as  the  expected  direction  of  motion,  such  as  down  a  ramp.  In  this  case  the
acceleration of a car released from rest is also positive. Now think about what happens if
the car is initially moving up the ramp. Is the acceleration still positive? How do we explain
that the car moves upward, turns around, and rolls back down again?

An uphill
example

The car  in  the  diagram below has  an  initial  upward  velocity  of  "1 m/s.  The constant
downward acceleration adds +0.5 m/s to the velocity every second. The car’s velocity starts
negative then becomes 0.5 m/s more positive each second until v = 0. At the car’s highest
point its velocity is zero. After the turn-around, acceleration and velocity point in the same
direction. Acceleration remains a constant +0.5 m/s  even though the sign of the velocity
changes!

When will
motion
reverse?

Situations in which an object reverses direction always involve an acceleration that has the
opposite  sign from that  of  the  velocity.  For  example,  an acceleration of  "1 m/s  adds
"1 m/s to the velocity every second, so an initial  positive velocity of +3 m/s becomes
+2 m/s after one second, and then +1 m/s, 0 m/s, "1 m/s, etc. Objects reverse direction
when their velocity becomes zero and then change sign. This fact is useful in solving many
physics problems and in interpreting graphs.

2

2
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Determining acceleration

How is
acceleration
determined?

The acceleration of a moving object depends on two factors:
the amount the object’s speed changes (!v) and1. 
the time over which the change occurs (!t).2. 

Unless it is otherwise stated, you should assume that the acceleration in a physics problem
is constant. Thus the speed changes by the same amount every second.

Calculating
acceleration

What is the acceleration of a cart that rolls down a hill if it
starts at rest and reaches a speed of 1.2 m/s after 0.6 s?

Asked: acceleration a
Given: change in speed of !v = 1.2 m/s, interval of

time !t = 0.6 s
Relationships: a = !v/!t

Solution: a = 1.2 m/s ÷ 0.6 s = 2 m/s

Calculating
speed

Another type of problem asks for the speed of an object given the acceleration and time.
The change in speed !v for an accelerated object is

What is the speed of an object that starts from rest and accelerates at a constant 2 m/s  for
10 s?

Asked: final speed v
Given: acceleration a = 2 m/s , time interval of !t = 10 s,

and initial speed v  = 0 (from rest)
Relationships: a = !v/!t # !v = a!t

Solution: We use the change in speed !v = v " v  to rewrite the equation as
v " v  = a!t # v = v  + a!t

Then we calculate the final speed
v =  0 + (2 m/s  $ 10 s) = 20 m/s

Acceleration
is slope on a
v vs. t
graph

Acceleration  causes  a  nonzero  slope  on  the  velocity  versus  time  graph,  because
acceleration represents change in velocity over time. Mathematically, the slope of a v vs. t
graph is the change in velocity divided by the change in time, which is the definition of
acceleration.  In the example above,  velocity increases at  a  steady rate of  0.5 m/s each
second, producing a straight-line graph with a slope of 0.5 m/s .

2

!𝑣 = 𝑎!𝑡
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0
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EssentialEssential
questionsquestions

What is acceleration and how does it relate to speed and velocity?

A car rolling down a ramp accelerates. A car given an initial velocity up a ramp accelerates at the same rate!
The Smart Cart allows us to quantitatively investigate acceleration and its relationship to speed and velocity.

Part 1: Acceleration down a ramp

Open the experiment file
04A_Acceleration, and then
power-on the Smart Cart and
connect it wirelessly to your
software.

1. 

Set up the track at a low angle.
Attach the End Stop at the
bottom to catch the Smart Cart.

2. 

Hold the Smart Cart at the top of the ramp, Velcro  facing up the ramp. Begin collecting data and release
the Smart Cart. Stop data collection just after the cart reaches the bottom of the track.

3. 

Determine the acceleration in m/s  from the slope of the velocity graph. Does this value match with the
acceleration recorded in the acceleration versus time graph?

a. 

What is the total elapsed time from the moment you release the Smart Cart until it reaches the bottom of
the ramp?

b. 

Calculate the expected final velocity using acceleration from part (a) and time from part (b). Show your
work, including units. What is the final velocity recorded on the velocity versus time graph?

c. 

Change the ramp angle and run the experiment again. Explain in one sentence the effect of increasing
the angle on the acceleration of the Smart Cart.

d. 

How can you infer changes in acceleration from the Smart Cart velocity vs. time graph?e. 

Part 2: Comparing acceleration up and down a ramp

Reset the ramp angle to its
original value. Set the Smart
Cart at the bottom of the track,
Velcro still facing up the ramp.

1. 

Start recording data. Give the
Smart Cart a push so it rolls up
the track and back down again.
Stop recording data just before
the cart reaches the bottom of the track.

2. 

Observe the velocity and acceleration graphs during a complete round trip.3. 
Describe the velocity during the motion. Does the velocity change sign?a. 
At what point in the motion is velocity zero? How is this shown graphically?b. 
Describe the acceleration during the motion. Does the acceleration change sign?c. 
Determine the acceleration in m/s  from the slope of the velocity graph. Show data and units.d. 
Compare the acceleration from Part 2 to the acceleration you calculated in Part 1. Do the accelerations
have the same magnitude? The same sign? Explain.

e. 

Investigation 4A Acceleration

®

2

2
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Velocity in accelerated motion

What is the
velocity in
accelerated
motion?

The equation defining acceleration can be rewritten as a model  that describes how the
velocity changes over time. The result is equation (4.2), which gives the instantaneous
velocity v at time t under the assumption that the acceleration a is constant.

(4.2)
v  = velocity (m/s)

v  = initial velocity (m/s)
a  = acceleration (m/s )
t  = time (s)

Velocity
for constant acceleration

In this equation we set !t = t by assuming the motion starts at t = 0. The initial velocity v
is the velocity when t = 0.

Determine the
velocity

A cart traveling at 1 m/s reaches a hill and accelerates down the hill at 0.5 m/s . What is
the velocity of the cart 3 s after it starts accelerating?

Asked: instantaneous velocity v
Given: initial velocity of v  = 1 m/s,

acceleration a = 0.5 m/s , and time
t = 3.0 s

Relationships: v = v  + at
Solution: v = 1 m/s + (0.5 m/s )(3.0 s)

=  2.5
m/s

Think about
the sign of
acceleration!

In the above example the velocity and acceleration are in the same direction—both are
positive.  The  speed  increases  from 1  to  2.5  m/s.  Acceleration  can  also  decrease  an
object’s speed when the sign of the velocity is different from the sign of the acceleration.
For example, an acceleration of "1 m/s  adds "1 m/s to the velocity each second. This
would  decrease  a  positive  velocity.  It  would  also  make  a  negative  velocity  more
negative—that is, faster in the negative direction.

Acceleration
opposite to
velocity

A  cart  traveling  at  2  m/s  along  a  level  surface  reaches  an  upward  sloping  hill  and
accelerates at "0.5 m/s . What is the velocity of the cart 3 s after it starts climbing the
hill?

Asked: instantaneous velocity v
Given: initial velocity of v  = 2 m/s,

acceleration of a = "0.5 m/s , and time
of t = 3 s

Relationships: v = v  + at
Solution: v  = 2 m/s + ("0.5 m/s )(3.0 s)

 = 0.5
m/s

Understanding
equation (4.2)

The model of motion given by equation (4.2) applies to the instantaneous velocity at time
t. Translated to an English sentence the equation tells us that the velocity v at time t is the
initial velocity v  plus the change in velocity due to acceleration a applied every second
for t seconds. The assumption of constant acceleration means that the change in velocity
each second is the same.

𝑣 = 𝑣0 + 𝑎𝑡 0
2

0
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0
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0
2
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A model of accelerated motion

How does
position
change with
acceleration?

The last step in building a model for motion is to develop a single equation that relates
position, velocity, time, and acceleration. Consider a moving object with initial velocity v
that undergoes constant acceleration. At time t, the velocity has increased from v  to v. The
distance the object travels between time t = 0 and time t is the area shaded on the graph.

How do we
calculate the
distance?

The v vs. t graph breaks down into two shapes. The area of a triangle is % base $ height.
For  triangle  A  this  is  %(v  –  v )t.  We  also  know  that  the  change  in  velocity  is
acceleration $ time, so v – v  = at. Therefore, the area of triangle A is %at . The area of
rectangle B is v t. Area on a v vs. t graph equals distance, and adding the triangle to the
rectangle gives us this result

Deriving the
position from
the distance

One last step remains. The distance traveled is d  = x  – x .  Substituting this  expression
yields equation (4.3), which relates position x at any time t to initial position x ,  initial
velocity v , and acceleration a.

(4.3)

x  = position (m)
x  = initial position (m)
v  = initial speed (m/s)
a  = acceleration (m/s )
t  = time (s)

Position
accelerated motion

What does
the equation
mean?

Equation (4.3) has three terms on the right-hand side, and each term has its own meaning.
The first term is the initial position. The second term is the change in position the object
would have had if it continued at constant initial speed v . The third term is the additional
change in position resulting from changes in speed that come from acceleration. Note that,
if the acceleration is zero, we get back x = x  + vt, the equation for constant velocity from
the last chapter!
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!

EssentialEssential
questionsquestions

How can a velocity versus time graph be used to determine displacement?

An object’s position changes as it accelerates. Just like a moving object’s position versus time graph can
communicate  information  about  its  velocity  and  acceleration,  graphs  of  velocity  can  communicate
information about how an accelerating object’s position is changing, given its initial velocity and position.

Part 1: Determining displacement from motion graphs

Open the 04B_ModelsAcceleratedMotion experiment file in your software, and then connect your
Smart Cart using Bluetooth.

1. 

Set up your equipment like the picture with the plunger on the cart facing the end stop.2. 

Push-in the cart’s plunger two clicks, and then set the cart at the bottom of the track with the plunger
resting against the end stop.

3. 

Start recording data, and then launch the cart up the track. Stop recording data just before the cart starts
rolling back down the track.

4. 

Sketch a copy of your graph and indicate which curve is velocity and which is position.a. 
How can you tell from your graph that the cart was accelerating?b. 
Use the area tool in your software to find the area under your velocity time graph.c. 
Find the value of the cart’s position when the last velocity data point was recorded. d. 
If x  = 0 m at the bottom of the track, what was the cart’s total displacement "x? How does the cart’s total
displacement compare to the area under its velocity-time graph?

e. 

Part 2: Extending to other graphs

Hide your Part 1 data so the graph is blank.1. 
Repeat the same Part 1 procedure, except this time, after you launch the cart, let the cart bounce off the
end stop several times. Record data for about 8 seconds as the cart bounces.

2. 

Sketch a copy of your new graph and indicate which curve is velocity and which is position.a. 
Find the area under the new velocity time graph, and the total displacement of the cart.b. 
How does the cart’s total displacement compare to the area under its velocity time graph?c. 
Based on your results in Parts 1 and 2, what is the relationship between the area under an object’s
velocity time graph and the object’s displacement?

d. 

The cart’s motion in Parts 1 and 2 was mostly uniform (constant acceleration). Does the relationship
between the area under an object’s velocity time graph and the object’s displacement extend to more
erratic/random motion (variable acceleration)? Test the relationship by recording a third run of
erratic/random velocity data, rolling the cart back-and-forth with your hand. Explain your results.

e. 

Investigation 4B A model for accelerated motion

i
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Solving accelerated motion problems

The
equations of
motion

We now have two equations that together make up a mathematical model of motion that
includes position, velocity, acceleration, and time. Equation (4.2) describes velocity and
equation (4.3) describes position.

Using the
equations to
find distance

Some problems require  both  equations.  For
example, consider a car that starts from rest
with a constant acceleration of 5 m/s .  How
far does the car go before it reaches a speed
of 30 m/s (67 mph)? This problem asks for a
distance  but  it  gives  you  speed  and
acceleration. There are two unknown values:
time  and  position.  Therefore,  to  solve  the
problem you need both equations.

Equation (4.2) allows you to solve for
the time in terms of the known final
velocity and acceleration.

1. 

Equation (4.3) gives you the position.2. 

Using the
equations to
find
acceleration

A car starts at rest at the top of a ramp. What
is the acceleration if the car goes 1.4 m down
the ramp in 1.6 s?

You are given position, time, and an
initial velocity of zero. You only need
equation (4.3) since there is only one
unknown variable.

1. 

Solve the equation for acceleration to
find that a = 1.09 m/s .

2. 

Using the
equations to
find time

A car starts from rest at the top of a ramp that
creates  an  acceleration  of  2.1  m/s .  How
much time does it take the car to travel 1 m?

You only need equation (4.3) since there
is only one unknown variable.

1. 

Solve the equation for acceleration and
substitute values to find that t =  0.98 s.

2. 

2

2

2
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Four equations of motion

Why do we
need two
more
equations?

For constant acceleration, you have now learned two equations of motion: equations (4.2)
and (4.3). These two equations can be used to solve a wide variety of motion problems in
physics. In some problems, however, it might be more convenient to use two additional
equations. These two additional equations aren’t unique or different from the other ones,
they are just more convenient to use in certain circumstances. As you will see below, we
get the two new equations by manipulating the two equations you already know!

Deriving the
third
equation

Start with equation (4.3):

Assuming that we are starting at an initial time t = 0, acceleration is the change in velocity
divided  by  the  change  in  time  or  a  =  (v  "  v )/t.  Use  this  equation  to  substitute  for
acceleration in equation (4.3) to get

This third equation of motion is useful when you don’t know the acceleration.

(4.4)

x  = position (m)
x  = initial position (m/s)
v  = initial velocity (m/s)
v  = velocity (m/s)
t  = time (s)

Position
when acceleration

is not known

Deriving the
fourth
equation

For the fourth equation of motion, start with equation (4.4) above, but rewrite it as

This  time  we  want  to  remove  the  dependence  on  time.  Rewrite  the  definition  of
acceleration to solve for time

and substitute this equation for acceleration to get

Rearranging these terms leads to equation (4.5), which is useful for solving problems when
you don’t know the time.

(4.5)

v  = velocity (m/s)
v  = initial velocity (m/s)
a  = acceleration (m/s )
x  = position (m)

x  = initial position (m)

Velocity
when time is

not known

Equations (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) are the four equations of motion.

𝑥 = 𝑥0 + 𝑣0𝑡 +
1
2

𝑎𝑡2

0

𝑥 = 𝑥0 + 𝑣0𝑡 + 1
2 (𝑣"𝑣0

𝑡 )𝑡2

= 𝑥0 + 𝑣0𝑡 + 1
2 𝑣𝑡 " 1

2 𝑣0𝑡

= 𝑥0 + 1
2 (𝑣0 + 𝑣)𝑡

0
0

𝑥 " 𝑥0 = 1
2 (𝑣0 + 𝑣)𝑡 ⇒ 2(𝑥 " 𝑥0) = (𝑣0 + 𝑣)𝑡

𝑎 = 𝑣"𝑣0
𝑡 ⇒ 𝑡 = 𝑣"𝑣0

𝑎

2(𝑥 " 𝑥0) = (𝑣0 + 𝑣)(𝑣"𝑣0
𝑎 ) ⇒ 2(𝑥 " 𝑥0) = 𝑣2"𝑣0

2

𝑎 ⇒ 2𝑎(𝑥 " 𝑥0) = 𝑣2 " 𝑣0
2

0
2

0
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Solving problems with the four equations

Understanding
the four
equations

Equations (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) are useful for solving many physics problems. Each
equation is a little bit different in terms of which quantities it uses—and which quantity it
omits. Examine the table above to see how the first equation does not include a variable for
position (either x or x ), the second equation does not include final velocity v,  the third
equation does not include acceleration a, and the fourth equation does not use time t.

Which
equation
should I use?

Most motion problems have one quantity that you don’t need to know.
Write down the given quantities in the problem.1. 
Write down the quantity for which you are asked to solve.2. 
Determine which quantity you don’t need to know.3. 
Choose the equation based on #3.4. 

Determine the
stopping time

A car is moving at 20 m/s when the driver brakes and comes to a stop after traveling 30 m.
If the car’s deceleration were constant, how long did it take for the car to stop?

Asked: time t
Given: initial velocity of v  = 20 m/s, final velocity v = 0 m/s (comes to a stop),

and displacement x " x  = 30 m
Relationships:

Solution: Solve the equation for time:

Highway on-
ramp problem

A car needs to accelerate from a standstill along a 150 m long on-ramp to merge into traffic
moving at 25 m/s. What is the car’s acceleration?

Asked: acceleration a
Given: initial velocity of v  = 0 m/s (standstill), final velocity v = 25 m/s,

and displacement x " x  = 150 m
Relationships:

Solution: Solve the equation for acceleration:

0

0

0

𝑥 " 𝑥0 = 1
2

(𝑣0 + 𝑣)𝑡

𝑡 = 2!"##
𝑥 " 𝑥0

𝑣0 + 𝑣
$
%&& = 2!"##

30#m
20#m/s + 0#m/s

$
%&& = 3#s

0

0

𝑣2 = 𝑣0
2 + 2𝑎(𝑥 " 𝑥0)

𝑎 =
𝑣2 " 𝑣0

2

2(𝑥 " 𝑥0)
=

(25#m/s)2 " (0#m/s)2

2(150#m)
= 2.1#m/s2
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Quadratic equations

What it means
to be
quadratic

Notice  that  the  position  equation  has  terms  involving  time  and  also  time  squared.
Equations that involve a variable squared are called quadratic equations. An equation is
said to be quadratic in x if x  appears as the highest power of x in the equation. Quadratic
equations are special for two reasons:

There are special techniques for solving them.1. 
There are two solutions for the squared variable.2. 

Understanding
the math

The variables c, b, and a in the math formula are the coefficients of x  (= 1), x  = x, and
x .The two solutions are true for any values of the variables. In physics, we will sometimes
need the quadratic solutions above; but in some cases we can also use the easier method of
factoring a quadratic equation to solve for the two solutions.

Understanding
the strategy

To find the solution we start as usual by defining the initial position as x  = 0. We are also
given that the arrow comes back down to x  = 0 again 5.0 s after it is fired upward. The
position equation becomes a quadratic in time t, from which a t can be factored from each
term to give this intermediate equation:

There are two ways in which the result can be zero:

The solution on the right gives us what we want, which is the value of v  when t = 5.0 s.
The solution on the left is also realistic since it says the arrow was on the ground (x = 0) at
the start when t = 0.

2

0 1

2

0

0

0 = 𝑣0𝑡 " 1
2 𝑔𝑡2 ''→'' 0 = 𝑡#(𝑣0 " 𝑔𝑡

2 )

if 𝑡 = 0 ########or#if 𝑣0 " 𝑔𝑡
2 = 0

0
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Acceleration  is  the  rate  at  which  velocity  changes.  Its  SI  unit  is  meter  per  second  squared,  or  m/s .
Acceleration is a vector. In one-dimensional motion, acceleration can be positive or negative (as well as zero).
The slope of the velocity–time (v vs. t) graph is the acceleration. The area under a velocity–time graph equals
an accelerating object’s displacement.

Vocabulary
words

acceleration, quadratic

Key
equations

Review problems and questions

Two friends each drive a car down Highway 101. During the same 10 s interval, Jodi’s car moves at a
constant 60 mph and Julie’s car transitions from a speed of 20 mph to a speed of 30 mph.

Whose car has the greater acceleration?a. 
Do you have to convert the given quantities into SI units in order to figure out which car has the
greater acceleration?

b. 

1. 

The position–time graphs of three sprinters are shown here. Which sprinter best matches each of the
following statements?

“I underwent positive acceleration during the three-second interval shown.”a. 
“I underwent negative acceleration during the three-second interval shown.”b. 
“I underwent zero acceleration during the three-second interval shown.”c. 

2. 

Nikita and Rachel are driving their new cars westward on the highway. At
the very same instant, they cross the Weston town line (call it t = 0).
Nikita’s velocity is 20 m/s westward at that moment, while Rachel is going
faster at 30 m/s (in the same direction). Each driver is accelerating
westward: Nikita at 3 m/s , and Rachel at 1 m/s . They maintain these
accelerations for 10 s (until t = 10 s).

At what time t are Nikita and Rachel equally fast?a. 
At that time (when they are equally fast), who has gone farther from
the town line?

b. 

After 10 s has passed (that is, at t = 10 s ), who is farther from the town line?c. 

3. 

Section 1 review
Chapter
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4.2 - Gravity and free fall

Free fall is an idealized situation in which air friction is ignored and objects accelerate at a constant downward
9.8 m/s . Free fall does not mean objects necessarily move down. If you throw a ball upward, the ball is in free
fall the moment it leaves your hand because, once you are no longer touching it, gravity is the only force acting
on the ball (neglecting friction).
Free fall

The
acceleration
due to
gravity

If  friction  is  negligible,  a  falling  object  near
Earth’s  surface  accelerates  downward  at  a
constant 9.8 m/s , or “one g.” For example, after
3 s an object in free fall has a speed of 29.4 m/s,
or  nearly  66  mph!  In  real  life,  air  friction
typically  becomes  important  at  speeds  greater
than about 10 m/s. Smooth, compact objects such
as  marbles,  however,  really  do  accelerate  at
9.8 m/s  even when dropped several stories.

Galileo’s
famous
critique of
heavier
objects
falling faster

The  fact  that  a  feather  accelerates  less  than  a  falling  stone  was  once  explained  by  the
hypothesis  that  heavier  objects  fall  faster  than  light  objects.  Galileo  critiqued  this
explanation through logic and was the first to explicitly realize that the true cause was air
resistance. Galileo supposed that heavier objects did fall faster. Logically then, attaching a
lighter  object  to a heavier  one should hold the heavier  object  back somewhat,  since the
lighter object’s natural rate of falling is less. But at the same time, adding the lighter object
makes the heavier object even heavier, so it should fall even faster still! Galileo correctly
reasoned that this was absurd and concluded that the rate of falling must be the same for all
objects regardless of weight.

Upward
motion in
free fall

The conditions of free fall  apply when objects move under the sole influence of gravity
whether that motion is up, down, or sideways at any angle! You have probably heard the
saying “what goes up must come down.” We can now calculate this. An object launched
upward  accelerates  downward  at  9.8  m/s .  If  the  ball  is  launched  straight  up,  it  comes
straight back down. If the ball is launched at an angle, its velocity curves toward the ground
by "9.8 m/s in the vertical direction every second.

2

2

2

2
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Free fall problems for dropped objects

The sign
of g

In  all  free  fall  problems  you  will  need  to  be  careful  regarding  the  sign  of  g.  The
acceleration of gravity is a constant g = 9.8 m/s downward. The value of g, however, can
be positive or negative depending on how you define your coordinates.

If up is defined to be positive, then g = "9.8 m/s .
If down is defined to be positive, then g = +9.8 m/s .

An example
free fall
problem

Consider  a  ball  that  is  dropped straight  down
from rest. Ignoring air friction, gravity causes a
constant  downward acceleration of  "9.8 m/s .
Therefore, 9.8 m/s is subtracted from the ball’s
velocity  each second.  After  5  s  of  falling the
ball’s  velocity  is  "49  m/s.  After  10  s  the
velocity is "98 m/s, which is over 200 miles per
hour!  Notice  that,  in  this  example,  negative
acceleration  causes  the  speed  to  increase,
because  both  acceleration  and  velocity  are  in
the same direction. The speed increased even as
the velocity became more negative!

Solving free
fall problems

In all free fall problems the first step is to choose coordinates and assign the value of g to
be positive or negative. Then rewrite the equations of motion, eliminate terms that are zero,
and substitute g for a. Finally, work out and execute a strategy for getting an answer.

Problems
that ask for
height

Initial
assumptions

In both example problems, we assume zero initial position and zero initial velocity. Unless
a problem explicitly gives you an initial velocity or height, you should do the same. After
eliminating terms involving x  and v  we see that the first problem has only one unknown,
h,  and  therefore  can  be  solved  using  only  the  position  equation.  The  second  problem
requires both equations since there are two unknowns: v and t.

2

2

2

2

0 0
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Free fall problems for objects thrown upward

How do I
model an
object
thrown
upward?

A ball  thrown upward eventually  comes back
down again. The model for accelerated motion
in  equations  (4.2)  and  (4.3)  allows  us  to
determine  position  (height)  or  velocity  at  all
points in the motion:

(4.2) v = v  + at
(4.3) x = x  + v t + %at

As  an  example,  consider  throwing  a  baseball
straight  up  with  a  velocity  of  +15  m/s.  The
acceleration of gravity is "9.8 m/s , and so the
ball’s  velocity  changes  by  "9.8  m/s  every
second.  After  1  s,  the  ball  has  a  speed  of
only 5.2 m/s and by 2 s its velocity has reversed
direction  and  the  ball  is  heading  downward
at "4.6 m/s.

What is the
highest
point?

A common problem asks for the highest point reached when an object is thrown vertically
upward.  This problem is solved by recognizing that  the vertical  velocity  is  zero at  the
highest point. If the vertical velocity were not zero, then the object would continue to move
upward. The velocity equation tells you the time it takes to reach a velocity of zero, while
the position equation tells you the height the object reaches at that time.

Asked: height, which is the final position x
Given: initial velocity of 15 m/s, acceleration of "9.8 m/s

Relationships: v = v  + gt
x = x  + v t + %gt

Solution: v = v  + at # t = v /g = 15 m/s ÷ 9.8 m/s  = 1.53 s
x = x  + v t + %gt  # x  = (15 m/s)(1.53 s) " %(9.8 m/s )(1.53 s)

 = 11.5 m

Particle
model for
motion

Look more carefully at the illustration at the top of the page. The position of the baseball is
plotted repeatedly every 0.25 s. This particle model of motion shows you that the speed
was slowest at the top because successive ball images are close to each other. Objects are
often replaced by small dots when creating a particle model.

0

0 0
2

2

2

0

0 0
2

0 0
2

0 0
2 2 2
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Terminal velocity and variable acceleration

Acceleration
is not always
constant

Acceleration is seldom constant over long periods of time. In the next chapter we see that
acceleration results from forces. In free fall, the force from air resistance gets large above
about 10 m/s for falling objects such as balls. Air resistance dominates the motion of light
objects with large surfaces—such as a sheet of paper. A flat sheet of paper falls slowly
whereas a crumpled sheet falls quickly because of the relative strength of air resistance
forces compared to gravity.

The motion
of a skydiver

The graph below shows the air speed of a parachute jumper who jumps out of a plane and
falls freely for 28 s. At 28 s she opens her parachute. The vertical axis is speed (in meters
per second) and the horizontal axis is time. Can you tell from the graph which part of the
motion is accelerated and which is not?

Terminal
velocity

For the first few seconds, before the parachute has opened, the jumper is in free fall with an
acceleration of g (A). Notice that after a few seconds the graph curves, becoming more
horizontal (B). That is because the force of air resistance increases quickly with speed.
Right  around  70  m/s  (C)  the  force  of  air  resistance  equals  the  force  of  gravity  and
acceleration  is  reduced to  zero.  For  this  skydiver,  70  m/s  is  her  terminal  velocity,  the
constant speed she reaches when air resistance reduces acceleration to zero.

The effect
of the
parachute

An open parachute greatly increases air resistance and the jumper immediately slows down
(D). She is still accelerated, but now the acceleration acts in a direction opposite to her
velocity. Notice that the downward curve of the v vs. t graph is very steep at D just after the
parachute opens. This is because the upward force of air resistance on an open parachute at
70 m/s is much greater than the downward force of gravity on the jumper. The area and
shape of the parachute is designed to produce a safe terminal velocity of about 5 m/s (E) for
a normal skydiver’s weight.

Terminal
velocity and
engineering

When an object falls in a medium—whether it is the air in the atmosphere or water in the
ocean—it will reach a terminal velocity. How fast it reaches terminal velocity and the value
of that terminal velocity depends on properties of the medium (air or water) and the shape
of the falling object. When designing a spacecraft to re-enter the Earth’s atmosphere, or an
oil  drilling device that  will  be lowered to the ocean floor,  the terminal  velocity of  the
medium is an important consideration.
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The term free fall describes any state of motion in which an object has a constant downward acceleration due
only to gravity. Near Earth’s surface, the magnitude of that acceleration is 9.8 m/s  (also known as one “g”).
An object can be in free fall even if it is rising. When a rising projectile reaches its maximum height, its
vertical velocity is momentarily zero (i.e., it is neither rising nor falling). A falling object reaches terminal
velocity when the upward force of air resistance on the object equals the object’s weight.

Vocabulary
words

free fall, terminal velocity

Review problems and questions

Which of the following objects are in free fall? (Assume that you can ignore air resistance.)
a textbook lying on a deska. 
a textbook that has been tossed upward and has left the student’s hands but not yet touched any other
object or surface

b. 

a textbook that has been thrown downward from a tall cabinetc. 
a textbook held tightly by a running studentd. 

1. 

Josh tells Amanda that acceleration must be a negative number whenever an object is in free fall. “After
all,” he claims, “gravity pulls objects downward, and down is negative.” Amanda replies that the
acceleration in a free fall problem can be negative or positive. “You just have to make sure all related
quantities, like displacement and velocity, are handled the same way,” she adds. Who is right, and why?
(Answer in complete sentences, and cite a specific passage in the text to support your claim.)

2. 

Zorgata drops her ball a distance of 1 m on the surface of planet Zogg. Izqif wants his ball to take twice
as much time to fall as Zorgata’s. What height should he drop it from? (Note that gravity is stronger on
the surface of Zogg than it is on Earth.)

2 ma. 
3 mb. 
4 mc. 
You cannot say without knowing the value for g on planet Zogg.d. 

3. 

During the Apollo 15 mission, astronaut David Scott performed a scientific experiment on the surface of
the Moon. Scott dropped two objects at the same time from the same height. One was a 1.3 kg hammer;
the other was a 0.03 kg feather. He dropped the two objects from a height of 1.6 m. The two objects fell,
and both hit the Moon’s surface 1.4 s after being released.

What is the acceleration due to gravity on the Moon’s surface, in units of meters per second
squared?

a. 

Were Scott’s hammer and feather both in free fall?b. 

4. 
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Vocabulary
Match each word to the sentence where it best fits.

Section 4.1

acceleration quadratic

The rate of change of velocity is _______1. 

A/An __________ equation contains at least one term in
which an unknown variable is squared.

2. 

Section 4.2

free fall terminal velocity

The constant speed a falling object reaches when air friction
and weight are equal is called the ______.

3. 

A thrown ball is approximately in ________ when it leaves
your hand.

4. 

Conceptual questions

Section 4.1
What does the graph of distance versus time look like when
an object is accelerating?

5. 

A motion-sensing lab car is used to explore motion in various
different situations resulting in the four velocity versus time
graphs shown. (There may be more than one correct answer
for each question.)

Which of these graphs shows an acceleration of zero?a. 
Which of the graphs shows constant acceleration?b. 
Which graph shows the smallest amount of distance
traveled?

c. 

Which of these graphs would not create a curved
distance versus time graph?

d. 

Which graph shows the greatest average acceleration?e. 
Which of the graphs most likely represents motion with
an acceleration in the same direction as the velocity?

f. 

6. 

The position equation, x = x  + v t + %at , has three terms.
Write down the physical significance for each of the three.

7. 

In the equation v " v  = at, what does the term v " v
represent?

8. 

A student asks a friend the following question:
“How is acceleration different from velocity?”

Which of the following answers would best help the student
understand acceleration? Why do you think so? Ask the
question yourself to some friends and think about their
answers.

Acceleration has units of m/s  while velocity has units
of m/s.

a. 

How do you describe a change in speed from 10 to
20 mph that occurs over 2 s?

b. 

9. 

Write a sentence defining acceleration. Next, write a
sentence that is equivalent to the equation that defines
acceleration. Compare the two sentences. Is your definition
of acceleration the same as the equation? Why or why not?  

10. 

 The four position versus time graphs above were
generated by the motion of a small car with real-time
technology (photogates) that sensed the motion of its
wheels.

Which of these is showing accelerated motion?a. 
Which graph would create a sloped (up or down)
velocity versus time graph?

b. 

Which of the graphs has a negative velocity?c. 
Which of the graphs shows an object at rest?d. 
Which of the graphs show an object whose equation
of motion could be written as

e. 

Write down an equation for position versus time that
could fit graph D.

f. 

In which graph does time vary as the square root of
position?

g. 

In which graph does position not vary as a function of
time?

h. 

11. 

 If a bird flies at the constant velocity of 125 m/s, then
what is its acceleration for the first 5 s?

12. 

 Describe what constant positive acceleration looks like on
an acceleration versus time graph, a velocity versus time
graph, and a distance versus time graph.

13. 

Which of the following might be described by a positive
initial velocity and a negative constant acceleration?

The brakes are applied to a car traveling at 30 mph to
reduce its speed to 20 mph.

a. 

A car starts at rest and then begins to move backward
with increasing speed.

b. 

14. 
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Section 4.1
Use physics vocabulary of motion to describe the process
of driving on an on-ramp onto a highway, merging with
traffic, driving with the traffic, exiting at the next off-ramp,
and then stopping at a traffic light.

15. 

 Two students conduct an investigation to measure the
acceleration of a ball rolling down a 1 m ramp inclined at
45°. One student releases the ball at the same time the
second student starts the stopwatch. The students then
exchange the (still running) stopwatch and the first student
stops the clock when the ball reaches the bottom of the
ramp. Evaluate and critique the design of this experiment.

16. 

 Draw the distance versus time graph that corresponds to
the velocity versus time graph illustrated above. (Be sure to
look at the scale of the y-axis.)

17. 

 Two students conduct an investigation with a motion-
sensing lab cart. Fai starts data collection then Moseph
pushes the cart across the floor at roughly constant
velocity. Data collection begins when the cart is still at rest
and ends while the cart is still moving with constant speed.
The graph shows zero acceleration, then positive
acceleration, then zero acceleration again. Explain how the
data correspond to the motion.

18. 

 A physics problem has three unknown variables, v, v ,
and x. Both equations of accelerated motion apply. Is it
possible to find a unique solution that assigns a value to
each of the three unknown variables? Why or why not?

19. 

 Assume that an object has negative acceleration.

Is it possible that its speed can be increasing? How?a. 
What must the signs of velocity and acceleration be
to ensure that speed is increasing?

b. 

20. 

Section 4.2
Ask two friends to answer the following question:

“Can there be acceleration but zero velocity?
Give an example.”

Write down their answers. How do their answers compare
with your own answer to the same question?

21. 

Two balls are dropped from rest and allowed to fall. If
one ball is allowed to fall for 1 s and the other for 3 s,
compare the distances they have fallen.

22. 

 Say you drop two cannonballs out of a high window.
The first cannonball is twice as heavy as the second.
Which will hit the ground first if there is no air
resistance?

23. 

 Two balls are thrown at the same time with the same
speed. One is thrown directly downward while the other
is thrown straight up. Compare their speeds when they hit
the ground.

24. 

 Consider how far a falling object moves in each
second during its fall. Assume the object is initially at
rest. During the first second the object falls a certain
distance. Between 1 and 2 s it falls a greater distance
since its speed has increased even though the time
interval is the same. How much farther does the object
fall between 1 and 2 s compared to the distance it falls
between 0 and 1 s?

25. 

Quantitative problems

Section 4.1
A car is traveling at 15 m/s. It goes down a hill where it
accelerates at 3 m/s  for 4 s. How fast is it going at the
bottom of the hill?

26. 

Silvia is driving at the speed limit of 25 m/s when she
sees an ambulance approaching in her rear-view mirror.
To move out of its way, she accelerates to 32 m/s in 3 s.
What was her acceleration during those 3 s?

27. 

Answer the following questions based on the position
versus time graph above.

What is the average velocity over the whole 50 s
interval shown?

a. 

What is the maximum speed shown on the graph?b. 
What is the total distance traveled between t = 0
and t = 50 s?

c. 

What is the final position at t = 50 s?d. 
How does the acceleration at t = 10 s compare with
the acceleration at t = 30 s?

e. 

28. 
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Section 4.1

Answer the following questions based on the position
versus time graph above.

What is the average velocity over the whole 50 s
interval shown?

a. 

What is the maximum speed shown on the graph?b. 
What is the total distance traveled between t = 0
and t = 50 s?

c. 

What is the final position at t = 50 s?d. 
How does the acceleration at t = 10 s compare
with the acceleration at t = 30 s?

e. 

29. 

A car traveling at 15 m/s in a straight line accelerates
for 5 s with an acceleration of 2 m/s . What is its final
velocity?

30. 

How long should Pete’s approach to his long jump
attempt be if he wants to be at a speed of 9 m/s and can
accelerate at 4 m/s ?

31. 

Rachel is walking at 3 m/s when she walks into a glass
door and stops in 0.05 s. What is her acceleration?

32. 

 A zebra is at rest 60 m away from a charging lion
running at 17 m/s. If the zebra accelerates at 2 m/s ,
will the lion catch it?

33. 

A submarine begins ascending to the surface of the
ocean. It experiences an overall acceleration of 1.7 m/s
for the first 5 s. What is its velocity after 3.2 s?

34. 

 What is the average acceleration of a cheetah that
starts at rest and 3 s later is moving at a speed of
27 m/s? Is the acceleration greater or less than the
acceleration of a $100,000 sports car that can go from 0
to 60 mph in 4 s?

35. 

 Jane is riding her bicycle at 10 m/s when she begins
to decelerate at 1.5 m/s .

How long will it take Jane to stop?a. 
How far will she have traveled in this time?b. 

36. 

 Vinny is on a motorcycle at rest, 200 m away from a
ramp that jumps over a gully. Calculate the minimum
constant acceleration Vinny must have to get to the
ramp in 8 s before his pursuers catch up with him.

37. 

At her most recent track race, Stella had an acceleration of
2.1 m/s  during the first 3 s of the race. What was her velocity
after 2 s?

38. 

 A speeding car traveling at 35 m/s passes a stationary
police car. At the moment the car passes, the police car starts
accelerating in the same direction with an acceleration of
3 m/s .

How long does it take the police car to catch up with
the speeder?

a. 

What is the speed of the police car at the moment it
catches up with the speeder?

b. 

How far have both cars traveled when the police car
catches up?

c. 

Convert both car’s speeds to miles per hour. Is it likely
the police car would actually catch the speeder? Explain
your reasoning.

d. 

39. 

 A motorcycle has a maximum acceleration of 3 m/s  in
either direction and a maximum speed of 25 m/s. How long
does it take for the motorcycle to reach someone who is 1 km
away?

40. 

 A car travels 100 m while decelerating to 8 m/s in 5 s.
What was its initial speed? What is the magnitude of the
acceleration?

41. 

 Imagine a cart moving with constant velocity over a piece
of paper. If the cart makes a mark directly beneath it on the
paper at a regular time interval, in this case every 0.1 s, the
marks would look like diagram A above. This is known as a
“ticker tape” diagram of motion.

In the ticker tape diagram above, where does the cart
have positive acceleration?

a. 

Where does it have negative acceleration?b. 
Explain what features in diagram B you interpret as
positive and negative acceleration.

c. 

If the dots were spaced widely apart in the diagram,
then what could you infer about the speed of the cart?

d. 

42. 

 Linda is out jogging at a constant speed of 3 m/s. She jogs
past Maggie, who is stationary but immediately takes off on
her bicycle to try and catch up to Linda. Maggie accelerates
on her bicycle at 2 m/s . How long does it take Maggie to
catch Linda?

43. 
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Section 4.1
 A race car crosses the starting line traveling at 40 m/s.

It then instantly starts to accelerate at 9 m/s . How far does
it travel in 5 s?

44. 

 A student uses a robot cart as real-time technology to
generate the velocity versus time graph above, which
shows the cart increasing its speed steadily for 4 s. The
area under the graph equals the distance the cart traveled.

Generate a table of the total distance traveled for
each of these four time intervals: 0 to 1 s, 0 to 2 s, 0
to 3 s, and 0 to 4 s. What pattern do you find?

a. 

Generate a bar chart that shows the total distance
traveled during each subsequent second (0 to 1 s, 1
to 2 s, 2 to 3 s, and 3 to 4 s). What pattern do you
find in these distances?

b. 

Make an inference from the bar chart you generated
in (b): If this motion continues until time t = 6 s,
then how far will the robot travel during the sixth
second (from 5.0 to 6.0 s)?

c. 

Generate a one-dimensional “ticker tape” diagram
(such as in question 41) showing the cart's position
from 0 to 4 s every 0.5 s. Plot a dot for the robot’s
position at each time, starting at the origin.

d. 

Interpret the “ticker tape” diagram you generated in
(d). How does the pattern of dots show you that the
velocity of the robot is changing?

e. 

45. 

Section 4.2
A ball is thrown straight up at 15 m/s.

How long does it take to reach its highest point?a. 
How long does it take to hit the ground?b. 
Write an expression for height x as a function of
time t.

c. 

Graph height x versus t. Label the point of highest
height and the time it reaches the ground.

d. 

46. 

From what height should you drop a ball so that it hits the
ground at 40 m/s? How long will it take to hit the ground?

47. 

What is the average acceleration of a rocket that travels
400 m in 5 s if it starts from rest?

48. 

How long a runway does a plane need to accelerate from
rest to a take-off speed of 50 m/s at a comfortable
acceleration of 0.3g or 3.27 m/s ? How long does it take for
the plane to reach take-off speed?

49. 

A basketball player can jump 0.65 m off the ground. How
fast must the player be going when she leaves the ground?

50. 

 Bill throws a ball up in the air at 17 m/s. How long will it
take for it to fall back to him?

51. 

 Eve is standing at the top of a cliff. If she drops a rock off
of the cliff and it takes 2.5 s to hit the ground, how tall is
the cliff?

52. 

 Four seconds after being launched, what is the height of a
ball that starts from a height of 12 m with an initial upward
velocity of 24 m/s?

53. 

 A person drops a penny from a window that is 50 m high.
Neglecting air friction, calculate the speed of the penny
when it hits the ground. Do you think the penny would
actually fall this fast or would air friction slow it down?

54. 

 A juggler throws a ball upward at 9 m/s. One second
later the juggler throws a second ball upward at the same
speed. At what height do the balls reach the same position
but are moving in opposite directions? (Hint: to solve this
problem you must use the fact that (t " 1)  = t  " 2t + 1.)

55. 

 An arrow is launched straight up. What is the initial
velocity the arrow must have to reach a height of 500 m?
(Hint: At the highest point the arrow reaches, its velocity is
v = 0.)

56. 

 A train conductor sees an obstruction on the track 300 m
ahead of the train. If the train is traveling at 24 m/s and it
takes the conductor 0.5 s to apply the brakes, what must the
train’s acceleration be to stop before hitting the
obstruction? Is this acceleration a reasonable value for a
real train?

57. 

 How far does a marble fall during its ninth second of
free fall from rest?

58. 

 A person in a floor above you drops his mobile phone
out the window. It takes 0.2 s for the phone to fall 2 m past
your window. Estimate how far above you the person must
have dropped the phone.

59. 
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Standardized test practice
If the slope of a position versus time graph is decreasing, what
does this indicate about velocity over time?

Velocity is increasing.A. 
Velocity is decreasing.B. 
Velocity remains constant.C. 
Velocity is zero.D. 

60. 

Ruth throws a baseball straight up at 20 m/s. What is the
ball’s velocity after 4 s?

10.2 m/sA. 
"19.2 m/sB. 
16 m/sC. 
"76.8 m/sD. 

61. 

A cart is rolling along at a steady 2 m/s when it meets a slope.
The cart accelerates at 1 m/s  as it rolls down the hill. How far
will the cart move in 3 s?

6 mA. 
5 mB. 
15 mC. 
10.5 mD. 

62. 

If an object starts accelerating from rest at a rate of 34 m/s ,
how far does it travel during the first second?

20 mA. 
17 mB. 
34 mC. 
26 mD. 

63. 

Which of the four diagrams best represents a negative
velocity with a positive acceleration? Assume the positive
direction is to the right.

AA. 
BB. 
CC. 
DD. 

64. 

Four different objects are moving along a horizontal axis,
each with a different combination of velocity and acceleration
as shown here. How many of these objects are slowing down?

oneA. 
twoB. 
threeC. 
fourD. 

65. 

Jed drops a 1 kg box off of the Eiffel Tower. After 3 s, how
fast is the box moving?

44.1 m/sA. 
29.4 m/sB. 
9.8 m/sC. 
3.3 m/sD. 

66. 

Only one of the four velocity–time graphs (above right) can
possibly correspond to the single position–time graph (above
left). Which is it?

Graph AA. 
Graph BB. 
Graph CC. 
Graph DD. 

67. 

You are driving a metric car that has a speedometer that
displays in meters per second. When you look down at your
speedometer, you see that it reads 15 m/s. Four seconds later,
you look down and it reads 23 m/s. What is your average
acceleration over those 4 s?

5.75 m/sA. 
2 m/sB. 
3.75 m/sC. 
2.5 m/sD. 

68. 
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